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Abbreviations/ acronyms

APOC African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control

CBO Commtrnity Based Organization

, CBIT Community Based Ivermectin Treatrtent

CD Coordinating Director
CDD Community Directed Distibutor (of Ivermectin)

' CDTI Community Directed Treatment with Ivermectin

CIIEW Community Health Extension Worker
CHO CommunitY Health Officer
CRNP Cross River National Park

DOS District Onchocerciasis Supervisor

LGA Local Government AuthoritY
LOCT Local Government Onchocerciasis Control Team

MOH MinistrY of Health
NGDO Non-Govemmental Development Organisation

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation

NOCP National Onchocerciasis Control Programme

NOTF National Onchocerciasis Task Force

PHC Primary Health Care

PS Permanent Secretary

SENEOS South EasternNigeria Eye Care Services

SOC State Onchocerciasis Co-ordinator
SOCT State Onchocerciasis Control Team

UNICEF UnitedNations Children'sFund
UTG Ultimate Treatment Goal

WES Water & Environmental Sanitation

WHO World Health Organisation
ZOC Zonal Onchocerciasis Co-ordinator
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Executive summary

Cross River CDTI project started the Ivermectin treatnent programme initially with the CBIT
strategy in 1995 in seven LGAs. By 1997 the African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control
(APOC) approved funding for CDTI implementation starting in five LGAs The project has
succeeded in forging an interesting network of collaboration with other indigenous NGOs and
government organization such as the Cross River National Park, Forestry Commission, Youthcare, '
SENEOS (South Eastern Nigeria Eye Care Services) and Pace setters who have been involved with
promotion of CDTI implementation in the State.

The Cross River CDTI project is in its fourth year of funding from APOC and about to enter the
fifth. As part of its plan to achieve sustainability of prograrnme operations, APOC Management
came out with relevant instruments and decided that all projects in or about to enter their fifft year
of APOC funding should be assessed, to find out their levels of sustainability. An evaluation of the
sustainability of the project was therefore caried out in May/June 2002, by ateam of four
evaluators. The evaluators were charged with three tasks:
. Evaluating the sustainability of the project.
. Working with local stakeholders to plan for sustainability, based on the findings of the

evaluation.
, Advocacy with local political and civil service leaders, regarding their future role in the

sustainability of the project.

lnformation was collected by document sfudy, interview and observation, at sampled sites at four
levels of the health service: State, LGA, district/ health cente, and village/ community.

The Cross River CDTI Project in broad terms is performing well and close to being sustainable. The
major constraint lies in its heavy dependence on APOC funds to carry out key activities. Generally
in terms of the six elements of sustainability, the overall picture is as follows:
. Effectiveness: The project is quite effective at all levels though therapeutic coverages are not so

good in some areas.
. Eficiency/financing: Key activities like training and supervision are yet to be properly targeted

and once APOC ceases funding the resources available to the project will not be enough to
sustain current level of activities.

. Simplicity:T\e Project is using procedures and routines that are generally simple and
uncomplicated except in instances where census updates are done as carried out as a separate
activity.

. Integration: Most key CDTI activities have become well integrated into the routine functioning
of government health delivery system.

. Attitude: The programme has been accepted as part of the duties of the health staffthough staff
at lower levels still compartrnentalize individual prografirmes for designated focal persons.
Other stakeholders (and they are several) have come to accept their various roles and
responsibilities in sustaining CDTI implementation. Resources: The project is heavily
dependent on APOC funds and UNICEF funds cannot be accessed due to restructuring within
the organization. Though some other stakeholders within the State are proving to be sources of
altemative funding the situation is still of great concern.

Overall CDTI activities at the peripheral levels (the village and the health facility) appear to be
more sustainable than at other levels. Key issues such as funding/financing and training have to be
sorted out if they are to be sustained.
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Detailed recommendations were drawn up, based on the findings of the evaluation at the four levels.

The recommendations were prioritized, and indicators and deadlines were suggested for each. Some

of the key recommendations are:
. Deteimining the exact funding that will be available, identiffing and mobilizing additional

sources.
. Targeting haining and supervision in order to fit budgets and conserve funds for other needed

activities.
. Ensuring that all staffat lower levels accept CDTI as part of their routine functions not just that

ofthe designated focal Person

There were advocacy visits at State level to the Commissioner for Health, the Pennanent Secretary

and other top MoH civil servants. Times were devoted to sort out management issues between

I-TNICEF ani project with regards to funds release. Advocacy visits were paid to very few LGA

policy makersand senior officials due to the dissolution of the LGA councils countrywide and non

- payment of salaries of workers for upwards of 3 months.

Three feedback/ planning workshops were held - one for the SOCT and the several parhrers

collaborating with the project, and two for teams from the endemic LGAs (seven teams each

comprising the PHC Cboidinator, the assistant and the LOCT leader attending each workshop).

n"ri"g eaJh workshop feedback on findings at the various levels was provided and discussed.

participants brainstormed on practical and effective approaches towards solving identified areas of
concern. They were then guided in drawing up or modiffing plans of action to achieve

sustainability at all levels.

Evaluators were impressed with the commitnent and depth of understanding exhibited by the

various stakeholderr tt rt attended the State PlanninglFeedback workshop but missed the

opportunity of allowing them to elaborate on ways they have been assisting progmmme

implementation. The workshop process worked well though time was a key constraint particularly

foidesigning plans during the LGA sessions. Therefore the plans are in definile need of refinement.

As is usual no matter how fine the plans turn out to be they have got to be implemented if
sustainability of the Cross fuver CDTI project is to be achieved.
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1.1 Introduction

Cross River CDTI project started the Iverrrectin treatrnent programme initially with the CBIT
stratery in 1995 in seven LGAs. One of its major constraints then was the highly inaccessible
endemic communities especially in priority areas. By 1997 the African Programme for
Onchocerciasis Control (APOC) approved funding for CDTI implementation in five LGAs viz
&*pa Boki, Ikom, Etung and Obanliku. Following the successful performance of these initial
five LGAs in the CDTI implementation particularly the aspect of community participation, APOC
extended its assistance to nine other LGAs. Treatment has so far risen from a few thousands to over
611,769 persons by 2001 with the Ultimate Treatrnent Goal (UTG) currently put at 929,000.

The State Project, which contains hyper endemic foci with high prevalence of onchocercal skin
lesions, has been supported by the state Minis@ of Health in collaboration with UNICEF. There is
also an interesting network of collaboration with other indigenous NGOs and government
organisation such as the Cross River National Park, Forestry Commission, Youthcare, SENEOS
(South Eastern Nigeria Eye Care Services) and Pace setters. All have been involved with promotion
of CDTI implementation in the State.

As part of its plan to achieve sustainability of programme operations, APOC Management came out
with relevant instruments and decided that all projects in or about to enter their fifth year of APOC
funding should be assessed, to find out their levels of sustainability.

1.2 Methodolory

Building on the Kaduna and Taraba experiences where the instruments were field tested and
revised, a "John the Baptist" was sent to the Cross River Project a few days to the commencement
of the exercise to:

Sampling was purposively done and sample sites were chosen according to the stipulated
guidelines. The primary criteria was the coverage rate (therapeutic coverage) while the secondary
criteria took into cognizance endemicity and geographic spread.
Three LGAs were selected (one with high coverage, another having medium coverage and the third
with low coverage). Two health facilities were selected for each L.G.A (one with high coverage,
one with low coverage) and two communities were selected for each health facility chosen (one
with high coverage, one with low coverage). This resulted in the selection of the following:
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S/N LGA HEALTH FACILITY COMMUNITY
1 Biase (low

Coverage)
Ikot Okpora Ikot Okoora

Ayaba
Akpet I Akpet central

Okurike

2. Etung
(Medium
Coverage)

Eftaya Ekimava
Mgbabor

Nsofang Abiians
Asbotai

J. Obanliku
(Hish
Coverage)

Bikaa Bikaa
Bunyia

Begiatsul Bendisie
Kakwalaka

Total 3 LGAs 6 Health Facilities 12 Communities

1.3 BASICS

, Research question: How sustainable is the Cross River CDTI project?
. Design: Cross-sectional, descriptive.
. popilation:TheCross River pioject, including: its' SOCT with relevant MOH officials; its'

NGDO partners; its' LGAs withtheir LOCTs and policy makers; the project villages, their

Leaders and CDDs.
. Instrument:

* Questionnaire (see appendix: 'Detailed findings') structured as a series of indicators of
sustainability. The indicators are grouped into 9 categories.

* The instrument assesses sustainability at 4levels of operation.
* The instrument guides the researcher to collect relevant information about each indicator.

. Source of information: Verbal reports from persons interviewed, supplemented by documentary

evidence.
. Analysis:

* Based on the information collected, each indicator is graded on a scale of 0-4, in terms of its

contribution to sustainabilitY.
,r The summary findings for each goup of indicators were given at the end of each goup.
* The urrrug.ir,rstainability score'for each group of indicators is calculated, for each level.
I A qualitative description of problem areas is given.
* Reiommendations, prioritized, and Time frames were also made.

1.4 Team Composition

The team was composed of the following:

l. Martin G. Ogbe Delta State University, Abraka, Team Leader.

2. Edith N. Nnoruka University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu.

3. Ebenezer K. Apake Taraba State CDTI Project, Jalingo.

4. Chukwu Okoronkwo, NOCP, Federal Ministry of Health, Lagos.

This team was divided into sub teams to evaluate operations at the various levels (see Appendix l.
The team met twice to familiarize themselves with the instruments and to agree on the tentative sub

team compositions and schedule. Initial meetings were also held with the State team members to

acquaint them with the objectives and expected outcome of the evaluation.
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1.5 Advocacy & Planning/Feedback Workshops

Advocacy visits were paid to relevant persons at State level but this could not be done at LGA level
due to dissolution of LGA courcils and MOH officials were debriefed at the end of the field visits.
Finally, planning/feedback workshops were conducted for State and L.G.A levels which involved
relevant officers at those levels. During these planning workshops efforts were made to develop
sustainability plans for the remaining part of the year and year 2003.

1.6 Limitations

* Some of the documentations required at the L.G.A level were not available despite prior
information.

* Some LGA staffwith the evaluation team took the evaluation as an opportunity to carry out
management duties which tied to inhoduce bias in response from interviewees at both LGA
and community levels.* Strikes in Biase LGA which affected activities at all health facilities in the area made
mobilization very diffrcult. Some of the communities had to be substituted over and over
again.* Senior politicians at the LGA level were not interviewed nor were debriefed due to
dissolution of Councils.
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2. Findings and recommendations (State level)

2.1 Overall grading (on a scale of 0-4)

cross River Project self€ustainability at state Level
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2.2 Main findings

Coverage: Coverage is moderately high at a current 70o/o and it is increasing

plannine: planning is done at the project level errery year based on the original 5-year APOC

p,, fn" pUn is well-wriuen and explicit indicating budgets and the roles of various parhners.

fn".. is a S-year rolling plan for pHC activities at the Ministry of Health level. However this plan

does not contain OnchJspecific inputs. Post APOC plans for sustainability are being developed

Leadership: A project coordinator is appointed for the CDTI project. He is responsible for all the

*p*t, 
"f 

the programme. He tras sumiient time for the project activities and also handles other

pHC activities. The Commissioner in-charge of health showed very good understanding of CDTI

and appears committed. The State Governor has directed all endemic LGAs to pay counterpart

funds. budgetary allocations are made to the projecl and it is increasing marginally but is still not

the major p-t f ih" overall costs. Disbrnsements of funds are not regular'

Monitoring and suoervision:
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I Collation of data sent in from the LGAs is done at the state level and reports written. All such
reports are sent in to the Ministry of Health authorities and NOCP. Information collected is all
potentially useful for evaluation and planning purposes.

' Supervisory activities are mainly carried out at the LGA level but sometimes at the distict and
community levels when it is perceived that problems beyond the capabilities of the LGA team
exist. Two or more visits are carried out per LGA during drug distribution. Supervision is also
carried out for other activities like training and community self-monitoring. Integrated
supervisions are not done.

r Supervisory checklists are available but are not used all the time.r Problems that have been identified by this monitoring system include low coverage in some
areas, refusals, poor community participation and poor record keeping have been dealt with
accordingly.

r LOCTs are adequately empowered to cope with problems. Good performance is openly
acknowledged and commended.

Mectizan@ procurement and distribution: Mectizan@ is procured from Lagos using APOC
resources in most instances. The drugs are stored at the project offrce Drug Store and have its
separate stock control system that is working well. LGAs come to collect Mectizan@ at their own
expense.

Training and sensitization/mobilization: Trainings are carried out routinely every year and are not
targeted according to needs. The state team conducts the training for the LGA team members.
Advocacy visits to policy makers are planned and executed. There are sufficient health education
materials.

Financial Resources: The budget at project level takes into account all key activities of the CDTI
project. Amounts budgetedappears to be suffrcient and is justifiable. Although Govemment
contributions are clearly spelt out, the release of funds is irregular and insufficient. The project
depends heavily on APOC funds. The project financial control system and financial record keeping
are very good.

Transport and other Resources: The project has sufficient tansport logistics but these are dependent
on APOC funds for maintenance. There is good control over the use of project vehicles. There are
no plans for replacement of vehicles. Other needed material resources are available and sufficient
and were mainly provided by APOC. There are no dependable plans for replacements.

Human Resources: In addition to the project coordinator, there are nine other members of the team
(SOCT). They are well trained and have enough skills to undertake all CDTI activities. The team is
adequate in size for the work at hand. Staff situation has been stable over the years, with almost all
of the team members on the job for more than five years now.

2.3 Recommendations

Recommendation Implementation
Coverage:

o There is need to follow up on
LGAs with low therapeutic
coverage ssuch as Biase.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators of success:
Improved therapeutic coverage for
Wo to take action:
SOC-Mr U Oyene.
Deadline for completion:
, Aueust 2002
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Planning:

o Project to ensure comprehensive
planning for Post-APOC.

o A yearly integrated Plan of PHC
activities should be made.

Prioriv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
o Availability of a detailed plan and budget Post

APOC
o Intesrated plan for 2003 seen.

Who to takc action:
o Director PHC, Deputy Director PHC, State PHC

Coord.
o SOC-Mr U Oyene.

D e adl ine for c ompl e ti o n:
. September 2002

Mectizan Orderins:

. Project should make alternative
but dependable arrangements to

collect Mectizan from Lagos
without dependence on APOC.

PrioriU: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
o Availabilitv of a plan as in recommendation.
Who to take action:
o SOC-Mr U Oyene, Director PHC

De adl ine for c ompl e t i on:
. November2002

Monitorine and Supervision:

o Supervisory visits to be fewer and

targeted.
o Use of Supervisory checklists.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
o Reports on supervision available
o Supervisory checklists seen

Who to take action:
SOC-Mr. U. Ovene. SOCTs
D e adl ine for c ompl e ti on:
. November 2002

Trainins and Sensitization:

o Training needs should be

identified and only necessary ones

carried out.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
o Report on Training available.
Who to take action:
SOC-MI. U. Ovene and SOCTs

D e adl ine for c ompl etion;
. Julv 2002

Financing / Funding:
o High powered advocacy visits

redesigned and well packaged with
IEC materials targeted especially
for Policy makers at State level.

o Project is to ensure that State
Governor's directive of release of
N300,000.00 counterpart funds bY

endemic LGAs,at source is
heeded to.

Priority: HIGH
Indicators:
o Report of advocacy visits available; Evidence of

redesigned promotional materials for advocacy

visits.
o Release of promised counterpart funds released.

o Availability of both budget plans (CDTI and

integrated PHC ones).
o Justification of costing for Key activities
o Availability of budget reflecting NPI and Oncho

o Timely release of funds
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Who to take action:
o Cost estimates of key activities of I o UNICEF-Mr. Annom, Mr. Michel St. LOt, Dr.

CDTI made are merged in an I Gemade., NOCP; NGDO Chair
integrated PHC budget. I o Hon. Comm. of Health, Perm. Sec., Chairman

LGA Service Commission, Director State Planning
o Amounts budgeted for CDTI I o Director PHS, Mr. U. Oyene, Chairman, State

should be clearly in relation to I Planning Commision.
needed activities expected to be I o SOC- Mr. Ukam Oyene, Director pHS, pHC
carried out at State level. I Coord

o Hon. Comm. Of Health, Chairman LGA Service
o NPI and Oncho to be lumped I Comm, p.S; Dep. Gov.

together and reflected in the @n:
capital estimates of the State I o February 2003
annual budget. | . December 2002.

o December2O02
o Sept ember 2002.
o March 2003
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3. LGA level

3.1 Overall grading (on a scale of 0-4)

Cross River Proiect Self€udainabitity at LGA Level
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3.1 Main findings

Coverage: Geographic and therapeutic coverages are increasing and ftrnge from 80% - 100% and

from53o/o - 83% respectively.

Plannins: There is some level of planning and efforts are being made to have an integrated work

pfu" zu fHC. Work plans, where available, contained all elements of CDTI and were developed in

a participatory manner at the State level.

Leadership: Initiative is taken by LGA Leadership and authorities are aware of the CDTI

programme and express commitnent to it. Fund releases are decreasing and in some cases non -
existent.

Supervision & Monitoring: Communities are routinely and excessively supervised; checklists are

not used. There is integrated supervision. Frurds and logistics are dependent on APOC resources.

Data is collected and reported entirely within the government system; problems are identified

through data gathered, reports and visits and these are dealt with.

Ordering & Distribution Of Mectizan: SuJlicient Mectizan tablets are supplied and distributed in

@ iacilities provided by the LGA but dispensed using a project designed

itock control system that is dependable. LGA resources are mainly utilized for Mectizan collection

but distribution is dependent on APOC resources.

Training & Sensitization/lvlobilization: Training is excessive and not targeted. Policy makers are

*rritir.d *d *oUitir.a r.gul*ly especiatly where counterpart funding is a problem. Promotional

& training materials are available but not in suffrcient quantities.
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Financingffunding: There are recrurent and capital budgets in LGA yearly estimates but these are
rarely used to guide expenditure. Cost estimates for key activities are not done except in few cases.
Efforts are being made to introduce integrated budgeting for PHC activities. Fund releases are
decreasing and in some LGAs non - existent and there are no plans to bridge deficits. Key activities
are dependent on APOC funding.

Transport & Other Material Resources: Transport is sufficient but dependent on external sources.
They are routinely used in an integrated manner. Available logistics are not effectively managed in
some LGAs. There are no dependable plans to affect major repairs or make replacements when they
go bad.

Human Resources: Personnel are skilled, knowledgeable and fairly stable. NewAJnskilled personnel
are trained by SOCTs and followed up by older/more experienced LOCTs. Remuneration is
problematic; salaries are paid in arears of upwards 3 months creating low morale.

3.2 Recommendations

Coverage:

o Health Management team should come
with dependable alternatives of ensuring
that communities get Mectizan during
strike actions by health workers

Priority: HIGH

Indicators of success:
o A plan exists
Who to take action:
o PHC Coord: Mr. U. Ovene: LOCT Leader
Deadline for completion;
o Aueust 2002

Planning:

o Year 2003 CDTI workplans need to be
developed before being integrated into an
LGA/PHC workplan.

o Such workplans to be made by LGA
coordinator with other members of the
LOCT

Priority: HIGH

Indicators of success:
o Availability of Year 2003 CDTI workplan.
r Report of workshop where plan was

developed
Who to takp action:
o PHC Coordinator. LOCTs
D e adl ine for c o mpl e tion:
o December 2002

Training:

. Only new CDDsftrealth workers or
unskilled ones should be trained. Training
can be conducted during routine visits to
villages/ health facilities for PHC
activities. One - on - one training is
encouraged

o DOS to conduct CDD training in their
own districts with spot checks by LGA

Priority: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:

o Justification of CDD/health workers'
training done

o Report of CDD taining by DOS seen
o Availability of training materials in

sufficient quantities
o Report of training
o Training curriculum updated; students

reoort that thev are tausht CDTI.
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Coordinator

LGA to request for more IEC materials
from project

All unskilled health facility staffshould
be trained on CDTI and made to be aware

that it is part of their schedule of activities

CDTI as preferred strategy for Oncho
control should be included in basic
curriculum being taught at health schools

Who to take action:

o DOS, LGA Coordinator
o LGA Coordinator
o DOS, ln - Charge
r LGA Coord, Mr. Ukam Oyene, UNICEF

Team - Dr. Gemade, Mr. Annom, Mr.
Mitchel St. Lot; other Stakeholders -
SEENOS, Pacesetters, CRNP.

o Perm. Sec; Director PHC, Hon. Comm.
D e adl ine for compl e t io n:
o March 2003
o March 2003
o July2002
o March 2003
o June 2003

S upervision/lt lonitorine :

o Supervisory visits should be targeted and

integrated with other health activities

o An integrated checklist needs to be

developed and used.

Prioritv: HIGH (l -2\ MP (3 - 4)

Indicators of success:
o Availability of supervisory itinerary/

schedule
r Checklist seen

Who to take action:
o PHC Coord, LOCT/DOS
D e adline for c ompl e t io n:
o July 2002
o October2002

Mectizan Ordering:

o Mectizan should be distributed to the
health facilities when heads of units come

for monthly meetings at LGA HQs thus
eliminating dependence on APOC funds.

Priority: HIGH

Indicators of success:
o DOS report collection of Mectizan at such

times.
Who to take action:
o LOCT Leader, DOS

D e adl ine for c ompl e t io n :
Iuly2002

Financins / Fundine:

o High powered advocacy visits targeted at
incoming Council members should be

made repeatedly.

o Cost estimates of key activities of CDTI
need to be made before they are merged in
an integrated PHC budget.

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicators:
o Report of advocacy visirc available.
o Availability of both budget plans (CDTI

and integrated PHC ones).
o Justification of costing for key activities
o Availability of budget reflecting NPI and

Oncho
o Periodic written reports seen

o Timely release of funds
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Amounts budgeted for CDTI should be
clearly in relation to resources realistically
expected to be available.

NPI and Oncho to be lumped together and
reflected in the capital estimates of the
LGA annual budget.

Policy makers should be continuously
briefed periodically on CDTI activities for
greater awareness and to generate more
support.

Who to takc action:
o Perm. Sec, PHC Director, Mr. U. Oyene
o PHC Coord; LOCT leader
o PHC Coord; LOCT leader, LOCTs
o LGA Finance Director, ChairmanLGA

Service Commission, PHC Coord.
o PHC Coord; LOCT leader
De adl i ne for c o mpl e t io n:
o October 2002
o December2002.
o December2002
o March 2003
o Seot ember 2002.
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4. Health Facility Level

4.1 Overall grading (on a scale of 04)

Cross River Projec* Self€ustainability at Health Facility Level
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4.2 Main Findings

Coverage: All communities are being covered and teatment coverage is increasing

Plannine: There are no written plans for CDTI activities, though schedules exist in some cases;

Staffis aware of the key functions they are expected to fulfill.

Leadership: Staffinitiates activities with little input from the State but in close collaboration with
the LGA Coordinator.

Supervision & Monitorine:
o Supervision is sometimes integrated but supervisory visits for CDTI activities are frequent

and dependent on APOC firnds.

There is no documentary evidence of visits(reports/checklists)
Data is routinely collected and transmitted within the govemment set up though in few cases

CDTI data is not received on time. CDn data is not summarizedatthis level and copies of
treatnent reports are usually not retained.

Problems are identified and managed; good perfonnance is acknowledged. Communities are

empowered to cope with problems identified.

a

o
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Mectizan Ordering & Distribution: Mectizan supplies are adequate and arrive on time. Mectizan is
stored usuallywithin the health facility and is distributed using LGA resources. Stock control system
is simple but records are not well kept.

Trainine & Sensitization/Mobilization: Training is not targeted and often conducted at least twice
yearly. District Oncho supervisors have not been given free hand to conduct CDD training.
Training/ promotional materials are available but not in sufficient quantities. Relevant staffare
involved with mobilization and sensitization of policy makers and stake holders in the area.

Financing/Funding: No budget plan for CDTI related activities exist at this level. Implementation of
key CDTI activities is still heavily dependent on APOC funds.

Transport & Other Material Resources: Transport is generally sufficient though in Riverside areas

some facilities provided by APOC are not accessible. Integrated trips are carried out and shared use
of transport exists.

Human Resouqes: Personnel are skilled and fairly stable. System for taining nedunskilled staffis
on ground. There are delays in payment of salaries. Basic medical equipments are found but
generally insufficient and there are no dependable sources for replacement or complementing these
ones.

43 Recommendations

Planning:

o Year 2003 integrated schedules of
activities need to be developed
from the LGA integrated
workplan.

Priority: HIGH

Indicators of success:
o Availabiliw of intesrated Schedule.
Who to talce action:
o In Charee(i/c). DOS .PHC
Deadline for completion:
e December 2002

Trainine:

. OnIy new CDDs or unskilled ones
should be frained. Training can be
conducted during routine visits to
villages for PHC activities. One -
on - one fiaining is encouraged

o DOS to conduct CDD training in
their own districts with spot
checks by LGA Coordinator

o Health facility to request for more
IEC materials from project

All unskilled health facility staff
should be trained on CDTI and
made to be aware that it is part of
their schedule of activities

Prioritv; HIGH (l & 4\ MP (2 - 3)
Indicators ofsuccess:
o Justification of CDD training done
o Report of CDD training by DOS seen
o Availability of training materials in sufficient

quantities
o Report of trainins
Who to take action;
o DOS, LGA Coordinator
o LGA Coordinator
o DOS, In - Charge
o LGA Coord, Mr. Ukarn Oyene, UNICEF Team -

Dr. Gemade, Mr. Annom, Mr. Mitchel St. Lot;
other Stakeholders - SEENOS, Pacesetters, CRM.

Deadline for cornple tion:
o March 2003
o March 2003
o July 2002
o March 2003

Suoervision/Monitorine: Priority: HIGH (l -2) MP (3 - 4)
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. Supervisory visits should be targeted
and integrated with other health
activities

o An integrated checklist needs to be

developed and used.

o Health Facilities are to summarize
CDTI data using LGA summary
forms and they are to retain copies.

o Periodic, preferably annual, reports
should be prepared and forwarded to
LGA HQs.

Indicators of success:
o Availability of supervisory itinerary/ schedule

o Checklist seen
o Copies oftreatrtent summary forms seen

o Availabiliw of reports at }VFacilitv and LGA levels

Who to take action:
o PHC Coord, LOCT/DOS
o PHC Coord, In - charge
o LOCTsIDOS
o [n - Charse
D e adline for c o mpl e t ion:
o Iuly2002
o October 2002
o November200?
o December 2002

Mectizan Ordering:
o Mectizan Inventory records should be

properly kept.

Priority: HIGH

Indicators ofsuccess:
o Good records kept.

Who to take action:
o LOCT Leader, DOS

De adl ine for c ompl e ti on :
o October 2002

Financing / Funding:

o Schedules with cost implications for
specific programmes and an
integrated one axe to be developed
based on LGA workplans

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicator of success:
o Availability of specific programme schedules and an

intesrated one with costs ouantified
Who to takc action:
o [n - charee. LOCTs.
D e adl ine for c ompl e t ion:
o December 2002
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5. Community Level

5.1 Overall grading (on a scale of 04)

Crose River Projec't SelfSustainability at Community Level

t
2
.9
t
oo
Eo

.""8
cfl *"""ff$".*"-'$*ff

n\oo* Group of lndicators

5.2 Main Findings

Coverage: Geographic coverage is 100% and being maintained. Therapeutic coverage is satisfactory
and generally increasing

Planning: Registration is routinely done as a separate activity but in some communities they are

done alongside disfribution

I,eadership: Leadership is aware of problems (low coverage and inadequate incentive to CDDs) and

is involved in management through mobilization/sensitization.

Monitorins: Registers are fairly well kept and appear complete. Reports are sent in reasonable time
to health facility using local resources.

Obtainine & Managing Mectizan: Adequate number of Mectizan tablets is received at convenient
time for the communities. Calculations are based on past treatnent records and population update.

Training And Sensitization/Nlobilization: Community leadership and CDDs are routinely engaged

in sensitization of relevant persons where problems have been identified.

Financins: Communities show understanding and appreciations of the costs involved in CDTI and

are aware that such costs are met from external sources. Most communities are willing to contribute
and, in most cases, have made arangements to sustain local costs of distibution.
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Transport & Other Material Resources: Transport is available and affordable but funding sometimes

is from CDDs pockets.

Human Resources: CDDs demonstrated they have received appropriate training and are willing to
continue. Villagers value Mectizan due to perceived help in expelling worns and restoring vision.

They express willingness to continue teatnent. New CDDs are to be tained by the LOCT or,

where allowed, by the older CDDs.

5.3 Recommendations

Coverage:

o Adequate mobilization must be done
with the necessary health education
with reduced coverage.

Priority: HIGH

Indicators of success:
o Reduced rate of refusals and absentees.

Who to takc action:
o [n Charse(i/c). DOS. Villaee Leader
D e adl ine for c ompl e t io n:
o Seotember 2002

Planning:

o Census update should be carried
out dtring distribution

Priority: HIGH
Indicators ofsuccess:
CDDs report that registration was carried out
durins distribution
Who to talce action:
o CDD. Villaee Leader, LOCT
De adl ine for c ompl e t i on:
o December 2002

Trainine/ Sensitization and Mobilization. : Priority: HIGH

Community leaders should request for
more promotional materials from
LGA and project

Indicator:
o Availabilitv of materials in sufficient quantities

Who to take action:
o DOS. ln - Charee, Villaee Leaders.

Time Frame:
o Julv 2002

Financins

o Communities not supporting CDDs
should be sensitized and mobilized

Priority: HIGH
Indicators:
o CDDs are comDensated/ given incentives
Who to take action:
o Village Leader, DOS
De adline for completion;
o Auzust 2002

Human Resources:

Health education of target communities
where fears of side effects exist

Prioritv: HIGH
Indicotors of success:
o Reduction in rate of refusals
l{'ho to take action:
. LOCT
D e adl ine for c ompl e ti on:
Auzust 2002
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6.Overall Sustainability Grading for the Project

The CDTI Project in Cross River State has reached an advanced stage. A lot of work has been done

at State local Government, Health Facility and Community levels. The activities at the community
level appears to be the most sustainable compared to other levels. Efforts have to be intensified in
areas of funding/financing, taining, supervision and planning at LGA and State levels for the
project to be completely sustainable.

The Cross River State Government has the next year of APOC funding to implement the necessary

recommendations made in this report. Fortunately there appears to be a new political commitnent
which could translate in release of the necessary resources to make the needed changes. If minimal
funds are available at both LGA and State levels for CDTI implementation and salaries are

routinely paid on time human resources currently in place are quite skilled and knowledgeable to
make the project really sustainable.
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Advocacy Activities And Planning Workshops

The team planning the evaluation and APOC management decided together that each evaluation

team would have two tasks:
. Assessing the sustainability of the project concerned.
. Using the frndings of the evaluation in a practical way, to help local stakeholders to plan for

opti;al sustainability of their projects. It was felt that this would b much more powerful than

sending yet another report a few weeks later.

This section describes how the evaluation team went about fulfilling the second task.

Visits to officials of the State Department of flealth

During the .John the Baptist' visit MoH officials from the Permanent Secretary to the Director of
pHC ; wel as the Cooidinator of PHC activities were met and briefed. At the beginning of the

evaluation courtesy calls were made to the Hon. Commissioner for Health, Permanent Secretary and

the Director of Disease Control/ PHC. The purpose of the evaluation was again explained to them.

At the end of the evaluation a debriefing session was held with MoH and LINICEF officials. In

attendance were: -
1. The Honourable Commissioner of Health, Dr.Iyam U. Ugot
2. The Permanent Secretary, Dr. Charles Edem

3. The Director Public Health Senrices, Dr. Asibong Asuquo

4. The State PHC Coordinator, Mrs. Rose Nyambi
5. Dr. Gemade, UNICEF, Nigeria
6. Mr. Saando Anom, LINICEF, Enugu Tnnal office
7. The State Onchcerciaisis Coordinator and his assistant

8. All members of the evaluation team lead by the team leader, Prof Ogbe

The meeting was held on Monday 27e of May 2002 atabout 9.30 AM. There was a general

intoduction of the people in attendance followed by presentations of the interim report of findings

of the evaluation team by the team leader. The main highlights of the findings were as follows: -

planning for CDTI at MOH level

activities are not targetted.

CDTI budget,

The leader ended his briefing with emphasis on the need for Government to fulfill its obligation to

the project which has been so accepted at the community level.

The Honourable Commissioner for Health in his response said Government is aware of its

reponsibilities. He expressed the commifinent of the Governor of the State who has promised

.d.*. of the sum of one million naira and has also directed endemic LGA authorities to release the

sum of three hundred thousand naira each to the programme.
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Problems of accessing APOC funds as a result of stringent requirements by {.INICEF Enugu was
raised by the Commissioner. However the permanent Secretary in his part assured the meeting that
the problem had been rectified.

UNICEF officials pledged support but also stressed the importance of Government of releasing
funds to the project in order to sustain it. They also stated that the state is to make plans so as to
access UNICEF funds for onchocerciasis control for the state. Mr. Anom of UNICEF also
mentioned that the state should also pay equal attention to the Guinea worm eradication effort by
provision of safe water to endemic communities in view of the rapidly approaching eradication
target of2003.

On this note the meeting came to an end with the commissioner expressing thanks on behalf of the
Ministry of Health.

At the LGA level the only advocacy visit made was with Secretary of Etung LGA who was visited
at home. There was no debriefing sessions at the LGA level due to the dissolution of the various
councils nationwide, preparatory to new LGA elections.

Feedbach/ Planning Workshops

State level

This workshop was held on Monday 3'd June 2002 atthe Conference hall of Essential Drugs
Programme in Calabar. In attendance were: the evaluation team; the SOC Mr Ukam Oyene, other
SOCT members; the State PHC Director, two UNICEF officials - Dr. E. I. Gemade (Project
Officer, Health at the National Office) and Mr. Annom (WES Project Official & Focal Person for
Oncho at the Zonal Ofiice in Enugu) and several stakeholders representing various organizations.
Such organizations include the Cross River Broadcasting Corporation, SEENOS, Youthcare, Cross
River National Park, Northem Cross River Women Association, Pacesetters and Great Friends of
Obudu. Also in attendance were Managers of other progftlrnmes in the Ministry. These include
Managers ofNPI, Roll-Back-Malaria, Nutrition and Essential Drugs Programme. The Directors of
Finance/Supplies and Planning/Statistics were equally present as well as the WHO administrative
assistant in the Calabar Office.

The full report with the agenda is given in Appendix 5. The following is a summary of the
workshop process:

. Introduction to the workshop process

. Presentation: what is sustainability?
, Brief report of evaluation team's findings at the community, health facilityi district and

LGA levels
. Detailed report of the evaluation team's findings at State/ project level.
. General discussion on the findings and their implications.
. Group work: 'Preparing broad recommendations for action at State/ project level'. Each

small group made suggestions concerning two of the nine groups of indicators. This was
followed by group report back and discussion.

. Group work: 'Planning for sustainability at State/ project level'. Each Group had a task:
making a plan for the remaining part of 2002, making a plan for 2003, and identiffing
resources for 2003. Again this was followed by group report back and discussion.

. Open discussion: 'The way forward: implementing sustainability in the Cross River
State CDTI project'.
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Outcome

The 'Cross River State sustainability plan' now exists - but it clearly still needs to be put into

practice. This is primarily the responsibility of the SOC and assisted by LJNICEF. They need to be

actively encotgaged by tire NOC and the various stakeholders being collaborated with. In particular,

the project leadeis need to look critically at the evaluation team's recommendations as they appear

in this ieport. They may wish to incorporate some of these in the oCross River State sustainability

plan,. U'rforn nat"ly the team misseilthe opportunity of the presence of several stakeholders to ask

them to elaborate oo th" ways they support the CDTI progmmme. This was mainly due to time

constaints.

LGA level

Two identical workshops were held, on Tuesday 4ft and Wednesday 5tr June 2002. The same venue

used for the State level Planning Workshop was also utilized. In attendance were the evaluators,

SOCT members and LGA representatives: LOCT leaders, LG PHC Co-ordinators and their

AssistantslDeputies. Seven LGAs (Biase, Akpabuyo, Odukpani,Ikom, Obubra, Yakurr, and

Akampka) attende.d on the first day, and the remaining seven (Bekwarra Yala, Obudu, Ogojq

Et*g, Obanliku and Boki) on the second. This was done so that the workshops would not be too

largelo give individual attention to each LGA. Only for 2 LGAs was the attendance not 100%. On

the first day the evaluators mainly facilitated the workshop with some assistance from the SOCTs

but on the second day the SOCTs did the facilitation with minimal input from the evaluators.

The fuIl report with the agenda is given in Appendix 6. The workshop process closely followed that

of the State level workshop except that of course the focus was on the LGA level and time was

taken to administer questionnaires (see sample in Appendix 6) to the various LGA teams. This was

to complement what was gathered from the selected sample and enable the evaluators to have a

better insight into the situation of sustainability of activities in the various LGAs. Unfortunately

they were administered when findings at various levels had been grven and in many cases

information provided were biased. In future evaluations it will be ideal to administer the

questionnairi before the start of the workshop. Additionatty it would be helpful to have the LGAs

io111" with their plans of action where they exist so that they could be examined in the light of the

findings and amended accordingly. There is also need for more time to be devoted to the making of
the plans so that something more qualitative will come out of the workshop.

LGA teams participated actively throughout, and prepared detailed plans (of varying quality) with
the assistance of their facilitators. These plans are given as part of the Appendix 6, exactly as they

were produced.

Outcome

Again, 'LGA sustainability plans' now exist. All of them need more work to be done on them to be

of-practical use, and all need to be put into operation. This is primarily the responsibility of the

1,OCfs and their leaders, but they will need the support and encouragement of the SOCT and policy

makers at the State level as well as LINICEF. Again, LGN LOCT teams need to look critically at

the evaluation team's recommendations for their level, as they appear in this report. They may wish

to incorporate some of these into the plans that they prepared at the workshop. It is suggested that

SOCTs encourage the LGAs to improve on their plans in this way.
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APPENDD{ 1
ASSESSMENT OF TIIE SUSTAINABILITY OF CROSS RTVER STATE CDTI PROJECT(MAY 27

- JIrI\tE 6. 2002)

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

DATE ACTTVTTY GROT]P
RESPONSIBLE

Sunday
26t05/2002

Arrival of Evaluators
Meeting with SOCTs by 4.00pm
Review of Instruments/Tentative schedule

1.

2.
3.

Team Leader

Monday
2710512002

Courtesy calls on MOH oflicials by 9.00am
State level Interviews*
Visit to Akpet Central, Biase LGA HQs (LGA Interviews)
Visit to Effraya, Etung LGA HQs (LGA Interviews) & Eftaya
Health Facilitv

1

2
3

4

Team Leader
Team I
Team tr
Team Itr

Tuesday
2810512002

1. Interview with UNICEF/Enugu & State level lnterviews cont'd
2. Visit to Ikot Okpora tVFacility, Ikot Okpora & Ayaba communities,

Betem ll/Faclity (Biase LGA)
3. Visit to Nsofang [VFacility, Abijang & Agbotai communities (Etung

LGA)

Team I

Team tr

Team III
Wednesday
29105t2002

l. State level Interviews lvrap - up/ Interim Data Analysis for State
level

2. Visit to Ibiae Estate & Idoma community/Debriefing at Akpet
Central (Biase LGA)

3. Visit to Ekimaya & Abokim Mgbabor communities/ Debriefing at
EftaYa (Etuns LGA)

Team I

Team II

Team tII

4. All Teams meet at Metro Hotel. Ikom
Thursday
3010s12002

Visit to Sankwalla , Obanliku LGA HQs (LGA Interview)
Visit to Bikaa tVFacility, Bikaa & Bunyia communities
Visit to Beeiatsul HlFacilitv. Bendisie & Kakwalaka

I
2
3

Team Itr
Team II
Team I

Friday
3t/05/2002

Debriefing at Sankwalla, Obanliku LGA HQs
Return to Calabar/lnterim Data Analysis

l.
2.

All Teams

Saturday
0U0612002

Data Analysis
Reoort Writins (Drafts)

l.
')

Team Leader

Sunday
0210612002

Report Writing cont'd
Preparation for Plannine meetinqs

1.

2.
Team Leader

Monday
03106/2002

l. Debriefing of State Policy Makers
2. State Level Planning Meeting
3. Review of Planning meeting/Final Preparation for LGA Planning

meetins

Team Leader

Tuesday
0410612002

l" LGA level Planning Meeting
Review of I't LGA level Plannins Meetins

t.
2.

Team Leader

Wednesday
osl06/2002

l.
2.

2* LGA level Planning Meeting
Review of 2d LGA level Plannins Meetine

Team Leader

Thursday
06/0612002

1

2

J

Preparation/Production of Report of Planning Meetings with
Tentative Work Plans for Years 2002 &2003
Final Data Analysis
Report Ginal Draft?)

Team Leader

Fridav7106 DEPARTT]RE ALL
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2.1

APPENDIX 2

DETAILED FINDINGS

l.l Check if ag projects in the counw have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate (rndicator of

2.2 Check if the plan contains all the elements neededfor CDTI to workwell(indicator of

2.3 Check if all partners (government, (JN agencies, NGDOI are meaningfully involved in the

lnsirument 1: nationall zonall provincial/ State level

effectiveness
The therapeutic cwerage rate should be:
, 6596 or higher
. stable or increasing.

Findings:
Coverage for 1999,2000 and 2001 are 65yo,660

and 70Yo resPectivelY

Is this criterion for sustainability being
tulfilled?

Fully (>85% | HighlY (7s-

coverage) | 84% coverage) I'l#JI".}:":$r

indicator of and effectiveness
. CDTI should be integrated into the overallyear

plan at this level (showing that the management

considers CDTI to be part of its yearly routine, like
any other programme). It should not be separate.

. CDTI should be administered like other, similar
dis e as e control progr amm es.

. There should be written evidence of such integrated
nl annins and manaoement.

Findings:
A 5-year rolling plan for which there is a health

input but nothing specific for CDTI was sighted at

the Ministry level. CDTI is administered like any

other PHC programme. There is a CDTI plan at the

project level.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfiiled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

effectiveness
. The plan should make provisionfor all ksy

elements.
. ChecHist of key activities: Mectizan suPply;

targeted training; twgeted mobilisatiord
sensitisation; monitoring and supervision

Findings:
The plans at the project level contains all the key

elements of CDTI

nmr,,#forsustainability I 
Hishly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

overall nzlinqfnr of intesration and effectiveness
. All pqtners should contribute to routine

planning.
. The plan should give all partners specific

tasks to perform.
t Partners shouldbe clear about their own

roles, and those ofthe other partners.

Findings:
LINICEF which is the principal NGDO partner

participates in the routine planning and they are aware of
their specific roles in the programme. Other local

NGOs/CBOs who are stakeholders are aware also of their

own roles.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiiled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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2.4 Check if speciJic planningfor sustainability has taken place, for the period afier APOC

[.,ti.t,.ryffi.s&t,e.tW&.r"*&},f+,{"rh,,&;s*:rJ:}J;.ij{:}ii-o]J&1i}'!t-rl,.*l},'*,i'.-F*$sll{*E{*.t'}v;',br,s*l;*!}l

3.1 Check if there is an fficial, within the normal civil service organogram, chargedwith

'ffi}",\.l;.,,,;,].:.,,,:;''.!..:'.'i:1",::..'.-.

Check if routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and transmitted

i$.

4.1

rundins is withdrawn (indicator o effectiveness
. Stafshouldreport that they have made plansfor

this period which will enhance programme
sustainability.

. There should be written evidence that such plonning
has taken place.

Findings:
There is some form of planning for sustainability in
the post-APOC period at the project level.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

ilementing onc hocerciasis contro I (indicator ot and effectiveness
. There should be at least one oficial who has cleorly been

allocated the task of running the CDTI programme.
. There should be a doctment wailable which confinns

this appointment.
. These persons should have sfficient timefor their

essential onchocerciasis control activities at that level.

Findings:
A project coordinator is appointed who is
responsible for CDTI project. He has
sufficient time for the project activities and
also takes part in other PHC activities.

ffiffir,i::lforsustainability I Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

3.2 Check if there is evidence of political commitment to CDTI at this level (indicator of integration
and attitude

t The senior person (politiciail civil
servant) in charge of health matters at
this level should lmow about CDTI ond
appeqrs committed to it.

. There should be evidence ofspeciJic past
budgaary allocations and disbursements

for CDTI, and the amounts should be
increasins.

Findings:
The Commissioner of Health showed a very good
understanding of CDTI and appears committed. Although
budgetary allocations are made to the project, disbursements
of funds are not regular and are insufficient. The Governor
of the state has shown commitment to the project by
directing endemic LGA authorities to fund CDTI.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

Slightly Not at all Not applicable

entirelv within the indicator ot
The reporting process should take placewithin the
government rystem, not using other resources.

Findings:
Reports of the project activities are passed on to the
Federal Ministry of Health. The reporting process
is done using government resources

ffiffi",i::?forsustainabilitv I Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of efficiencv and
All the information included in the reports should be
potentially useful u this level, as a tool in planning and
decision making

Findings:
All the information collected are potentially useful
for planning.

*ff;Tf,i::rrorsustainabilitv I Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.2 Check if only necessory information is being collected (i.e. necessary for making decisions)



octivitv of the LGA/ health district on site of effectiveness
I

I

There should be evidence that each LGA/ district is
visited at least once around the time of distribution
There should not be unnecessarily mony visirs -
there should be clear justiJicationfor each one.

Findings:
Supervisory visits are conducted twice or more
during distributions to all the LGAs. Supervision is
also conducted during other activities Iike training,
mobilisation and communiry self-monitoring.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable
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4.3 Check if the relevant person at the national/ State level is routinely supervising the CDTI

4.5 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes, which
are indicated by the monitoring system (coverage data visits and reports) (indicator of
effectiveness and attitude

. As soon as problems are identified in this wry, the
appropriate manager should deal with them.

. Planning should include activities whichwill
improve coverage in areas where it is unsatisfactory.

t Successes shouldbe noted andreported, and
appr opr i at e fee db ack giv en.

. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the
next level to cope with problems.

. ChecHist of key activities: sensitisatiory'
mobilisation; training; improving Mectizan supply;
effe c t iv e/ s uo o or t iv e s up ertt i s i on

Findings:
Identified problems are adequately handled. Part

of the way this is done is the identification and

mobilization of local NGOs/CBOs that are

collaborating with the project in various aspects of
CDTI implementation.
LOCTs are empowered to be able to function
effectively and are adequately commended when
they performed well.

ffi;*"i::lforsustainabilitv I 
Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

*..+,'d'..''..,-F**:":tr'}ilt+|,i]:''ias,x,}#l.ll*',utsA\\Fltd,s-,f.},tt;,:,Y,ri-'$$l&."..i

5.1 Check if Mectizan is being stored, administered and distributed within the government system at
this level (indicator of intesration

. The Mectizan should be stored in a room made
available by the government at this level -
preferobly in the same room as the other drugs.

. The Mectizan should be controlled within the
government system, preferably using the same stock

control system as for other drugs.
t No stage of the ordering / distribution should

require inputfrom APOC / NGDO.
. All costs of this octivity should be met in the

oovernmenl budset.

Findings:
Mectizan is stored at the project office store. There
is a separate stock control system for Mectizan and

it is dependable.
APOC funds are used for drug collection from
Lagos in most cases.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.4 Check if supervisory visits are being planned and executed as efficiently as possible (indicator

of intesration and ethc
. NOC/ SOC should routinely only supervises the nqt

level, and empower the nqt level to supervisefurther
down

t Supervision visits should be integrated where possible.
. Resowces (human, transport etc.) should be fficiently

used.
. Eachvisit should have a soecific soal and / or checHist

Findings: Supervision is mostly carried out at

the LGA level but sometimes up to the district
and community level. Presently the visits are

not integrated. CDTI specific checklist is

available but not used all the time. The visits
have specific goals.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Highly Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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5.2 Check 7f the alternatives arefully dependable, in cases where parts of the system are not

6l*"l.-aMffi&si:,r"l{qtf$.[.{,'i:,.{,ir,'t'ji,;j1Jfi5{4qa:*:*,*.u**h"*sl.*|:i$tli
NOTE: This refers to taining and sensitisation activities performed by officers working at this
level, for the next level.

mains tr e ame d tndrcalor o f effectiveness and
. There should be a specific systemfor Mectizan

distribution in such csses.
. This system should use sustainable resources.

Findings:
Not applicable

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly I Moderately Slightly Not at all

5.3 Check if the clearance of Mectizan is assured, when it is imported (indicator of
effectiveness and

. There should be a written agreement allowingfree
importation.

. The importation and release of Mectizan should be
prompt, so that CDTI activilies ot the lower levels
are not held back

Findings:
Not applicable

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Highly I Moderately Slightly Not at all

6.1 Check if trainins is beins done (indicator of efficiency and
t There should be an objective needfor each episode

of training:
* There should be evidence that staf to be

trsined lack knowledge and skills to perform
the job.

* Training to motivate staffis not a suficient
reasonfor training

. The evaluator should be satisfied that the duration
of trainins was iustified.

Findings:
Trainings are conducted every year. Training
agenda over the years have been almost identical
with occasional new concepts introduced. All
LOCTs as a routine are trained/re-trained every
year.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Higniy 1 Motierateiy 
I 

Notat Not applicable

6.2 Check thattraining conducted at this level (i.e. training of districU LGA level staff) is being
done bv the aoorooriate stafl'(indicator of anc s tc

Staffof this level should only train the level immediately
below it, and notfurther down:
. National level staffonly train at the State/ regionaU

provincial level (if these qist); otherwise only at
district/ LGA level.

. Statd regional/ provincial level staffonly train at
the district/ LGA level.

Findings:
SOCTs conduct trainings at the LGA level

nfftrf,i::lforsustainab,itv I Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

6.3 Check that staffat this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisotion/ mobilisation of
relevant decision mal@rs in there area .cator of effectiveness

. Stof routinely idmtify situations where
decision makers lack information about/
commitment to CDTI, and undertake
activities to inform and persuade these
persons.

. Stof hove promotional materials at their
disposalfor this purpose (liers, posters
etc.).

Findines:
Advocacy visits to policy makers and sensitisation
meeting have always been planned and carried out.
There are enough materials e.g. posters, flip charts. In this
area ofsensitization the project is assisted by various
stakeholders both within and outside the government set

up.

[*I;fiii::]forsustainabilitv I 
Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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7.1 Check whether the cost implications of each CDTI related activity (monitoring/ supervision,

taining/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution) are quantified in the yearly budgetfor the

7.3 Check whetherpnds to cover these costs are increasingly being suppliedfrom State/

7.4 Check if incaseof adeficitbetweenestimatedcostsandtheamountprovidedbythe
government, dependable provision is being made to meet if (indicator of effectiveness and

State/ indicator of ettbctiveness
fhe costs 7or each CDTI related acttvity in the year
plan should be cleorly spelt out in the budget.

Recurrent and capital costs (ifany) should be

seporated in the budget.
ChecHist of key octivities: Mectizan supply;
targeted training tor geted mobilis atioil
sensitisation; monitoring and supervisiorl:-

Findines:
Planning is done alone with budgeting for each

activity. Capital equipment appears as separate

entity in the budget.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfiUed?

Fully Moderatety Slightly Not at all Not applicable

7.2 Checkwhether appropriate and adequate amounts are budgetedfor the planned CDTI related

activities (indicator of effectiveness and

The amounts budgeted should be neither qcessive nor
too small - managers should be able toiustifi the need

for each amount, in relation to:
. The outcomes resultingfrom the previous year's

CDTI upenditure
. The cost of similar activities for other progrctrnmes-

Findings: Amounts budgeted for the activities in

the plan are sufficient and justifiable but are based

on the initial 5-year APOC budget

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Moderately SUghtly Not at all Not applicable

national resources (indicator ot
. fhe relative contributions of the country/ zone /

State / region / province and other partners should
be clearly spelt out.

' The proportion prwided by the oficial health
service should be the maior one by now.

. This proportion offunds should be increasing
yearly.

Findings:
Though government contribution is clearly spelt

out, actual releases over the years are irregular and

grossly insufficient. APOC funds make up the

major part of the CDTI budget. Other assisting

local NGOs have also made some contributions in
some aspects of CDTI implementation.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

attitude
. Management should be aware of the size of the

shortfall, and hove specific and realistic plans to
bridge it.

. If it is planned that non-gwernment sources of
funding are to be used afier APOCfunding ends'

written commitmentfor this should have been

obtained at the highest level in these donor
organisations (e.g. a new Memorandum of
Understandind.

Findings:
Management is aware of the deficeit but there is no

realistic plan to bride the deficeit.
There is no post-APOC plan Yet.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins firlfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable
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7.5 Check whether CDTIfunds in the national/ State/ provincial/ regional budget are fficiently

|'-,',.*+.ffi€;,g,;,i.,.:.'1;;4.i;ii*i*i;*n;.:i,o*il;i;-L,}]'.
8.1 Check if there is sufficient transportfor necessary visits to the district/ LGA levelfor CDTI

8.2 Check if the *ansport made availablefor CDTI is being adequately managed (indicator of

Check if there is a dependable plan to replace transport and equipment supplied by APOC,8.4

indicator of effectiveness and e
The budget holder should use a control system with the

following elements:
. Approval ofeach item ofexpenditure
. Allocation of upenditure against specific budget

headings
. Regular calculation ofresidual amounts under

budget headings.

Findings:
Each expenditure is approved by the \project
Coordinator. Director PHC/DC, UNICEF. The
expenditure is based on the budgetary allocations.
The cash book is well kept, with regular
calculations of residual budget amounts.

|1*I;flft:l 
for sustainablitv I Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

related activities of effectiveness and
. There should be no reports offailure to undertake

necessory CDTI aaivities at district/ LGA level, due
to transport not being available or affordable.

t Runningcosts shouldnot be dependent onAPOC/
NGDO

. ChecHist of activities: monitoring/ supervision,
trainine/ mobilisatioA Mectizan distribution

Findings:
Transport logistics are sufficient but are dependent
on APOC for fuelling and maintenance.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

. Trips madefor CDTI purposes should be properly
authorised intwiting by the relevant fficial.. Eachtrip undertakenfor CDTI purposes should be
recorded in a log book

t Transport provided by the central level should no
longer be usedfor routine CDTI activities at LG.U
district level.

Findings:
There is adequate control over the use ofproject
vehicles. Logbooks are used and all trips are
authorised. Vehicles sometimes are used beyond
the LGA level.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

8.3 Check if there are sfficient other material resources wailable for all key CDTI activities at
this leve of effectiveness

t There should not be any reports offailure to
undertake necessary CDTI activilies, due to
material resources not being ovailable st this lwel

. Checklist of activities: monitoring/ supervision,
trainins/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution

Findings:
There are sufficient materials necessary to execute
CDTI activities at this level.

[*I;*:ffilforsustainablity I 
Highry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

t Manogement should know that replacements will be
needed before the end ofthe programme, qnd have
specific, realistic plans to meet the need then.

. It should be planned that Gwernment will prwide
the repl acements, and maintain uisting v ehicles
and equipment.

. If il is planned that replacement will befrom non-
government sources, written commitment for this

Findings:
There are no dependable plans to replace transport.
Vehicles existing in the govemment pool could be
used but even this is not dependable as the vehicle
might not be available when required.
There are no written commitments for vehicle
replacement from NDGO. UNICEF as a policy no

when this becomes nece indicator of effectiveness and attitude
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should have been obtained at the highest level in
these donor organisations (e.g. a new Memorandum
of Understonding).

. ChecHist of equipment: vehicles, computer/ printer,
ohotoconier.

longer procures vehicles except under very special

circumstances.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Higily Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

9.

9.1

,,'iffi];l,;::liii*:T-Iil:l:il1.li;riI:/"',fi,;,}i#$,fli8liit'gffitliF,,.-Et+.r€{tlli:,s-,t1ii*?",i}"ll."'{t,t

Check whether staffat this level is skilled and lotowledgeable, regarding the implementation

9.2 Check whetherpersonnel at the counffy/ zone / State / region / province level is stable,and
whetherproyision is madefor passing on CDTI sHlls when a trained person tnoves awqy

CDTI in its area indicator of effectiveness
. Team members should have enough lmowledge and

skill to undertoke all the key CDTI activities
themselves, without help :* Planning* Training and sensitisatiory' mobilisation* Mectizan ordering/ distributian* Monitoring/supervision.

t The number k appropriate for the task in hand.

Findings:
Team members are well trained and have adequate

skills. The team which comprises 9 SOCT
members and the project coordinator, project
Accountant. two drivers and two other staff is

considered to be sufficient for thejob at hand

I:f;;*nf 
forsustainablityIHiehry Moderately SliChtly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of effectiveness
. Staffshould remain in one postfor at leastfwe

years.
. There should be immediste training (in CDTI) of

new, urwkilled country/ zone / State / region /
province staf memberswho harc CDTI
resnonsihilities.

Findings:
Staff tum over is quite low. Almost all of them
have been in their present post for more than 5
years now

n*I;*:i::rrorsustainabilitv I 
Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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Instrument}z health districU LGA level

# SSWHTff'{: ; ii.t,t! i'-,#rmffi- .rt*&r",:'i*{'!" r ..di.lrfi'{ .i '.:*q,t i . ,1:iiiti*i*iri*a**rit wpix.,q"':;.Fr*i rr

1.1 Check whether the geographical coverage in the health district/ LGA is satisfactory (indicator

S . rWS lri'l.ii't"1 .',..d'r'if +iliri,'+ ,r''r'-. j1i.ii",;.!i*.I,"' I . " rl .ii',*'{ r

2.1 Check if the year planfor CDTI appears as part of an overall written planfor the activities
of the health district/ LGA (it may appear under another nzrme, e.g. 'onchocerciasis

of effectiveness
. All sub-districts and villoges identified by the latest

REMO should be under treatment (i.e. the
geographical coverage rate is l00o% and stable).

. Thk should be conJirmed by comparing coverage
records with the REMO list of endemic villages

Findings:
All sub districts are under treatment. An average of
93%o geographic coverage was recorded for 2001

Is this criterion for sustainability
being tulfilled?

Fully (100%
coverage)

Moderately (a few
villages/ hamlets not

covered)

Slightly (many
villages/ hamlets

not covered)

1.2 Check if all sub-districts and villoges have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate
indicator of effectiveness

The therapeutic coverage rate should be:
. 65oi or higher
. stable or increasing.

Findings:
Fairly good coverage of69oh as at 2001

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully (>85%
coverase) ,r-*t:'""tr;, I'LH'I"$::#r

)rograrnme') (indicator ol and etlbctiveness
CDTI should be integrated into the overall plan
(showing that the DMT members consider CDTI to be
part of their yearly routine, likc any other programme).
It should not be separate.

Findings:
Integrated plans exist for Year 2002but an oncho
plan was not seen in I LGA. This integrated
olannins was initiated this vear bv proiect.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

2.2 Check if the plan contains all the elements neededfor CDTI to workwell (indicator of
effectiveness

. The plan should make prwisionfor aU kcy
elements.

. ChecHist of key activities: Mectizan supply;
targeted training; tugeted mobilisatioty'
sensitisation: monitorins and supervision

Findings:
Integrated and oncho plans where available contain
all key activities.

f"rftrf,i::lforsustainab,itv r Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

2.3 Check if the yearly plans were drantn up in a participatory wry (the overall district/ LGA
and the CDTI indicator veness

In both cases planning should irwolve oll relevant staff
(e.g. sub-district, pharmaceutical stafi) preferably in a
worluhop situation.

Findings:
The integrated plans were drawn up at the State
level in a workshop attended by PHC Coordinators
& LOCTs.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

of effecti
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Check if the district/ LGA health manogement team is takingfull responsibilityfor CDTI (the

composition of this team may vary from county to country) (indicator of integration and

;:;:;1;},.'".il-,l:..tf*].'.i'*::r,':"#*'s1,1s.+'-,ii.r;Y.llu,.."4:wri;,,.ff:l,}.:l:.:lt',,,l];i.1:#l{,i.:'

Check if the relevant person at the LG,4/ district level is routinely and fficiently supervising the

4.3 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes, which
are indicated by the monitoring system (coverage data, visits and reports) (indicator of

*

4.1

attitude
. It should be the DMTwhich is initioting the k4t

CDTI activities : planning monitoring/ supervision,

lraining, Mectizan ordering/ distribution.
. The DMT should no longer depend on the Stad

resional/ NGDO leadership to carry out CDTI.

Findings:
LGA Coordinator initiates activities routinely and

does not depend on the State to carry out key
activities.

ffiffi",[:lforsustainability I 
Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

3.2 Check if there is evidence of potitical commitment to CDTI in the district/ LGA (indicator of
and attitude

. The senior person (politiciail civil servant) in
charge of health matters at district/ LGA level
should know about CDTI and appears committed to
it.

. There should be evidence ofspecitic past budgetary
allocations and disbursementsfor CDTI, and the
qmounts should be increasing.

Findings:
Leaders express commitment to CDTI and support
morally. In 2 LGAs there are releases in the past

two years which have been decreasing but none

this year. In 1 LGA there have been no releases

since inception of programme.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Highty Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

CDTI activin of the sub-districts on s ite (indicator of effectiveness and ellic
I

I

There should be evidence that each sub-district is
visited at least once qround the time of distribution.
There should not be unnecessarily many visils -
here should be clearjustificationfor each one.

Only the sub-district should be routinely visited, not
the villases.

t

Findings:
Communities are routinely visited several times.
Visits are dependent on outside resources.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.2 CheckTf routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and transmitted
entirelvwithin the indicator o l4nvr

The reporting process
should be within the
government system, not
using other resources.

Findings:
Reports are submitted by the CDDs but sometimes collected by DOS who in tum
submits them to the LGA Coordinator using mainly APOC resources. [n hard to
reach areas local NGOs assist in collection and transmission of data on CDTI
activities. and this is dependable.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiUed?

aor, 
I 

Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

. As soon as problems are identified in this way, the
appropriate manager should deal with them.

. Planning must include activities whichwill improve
coveretge in areas where it is unsatisfactory.

t Successes shouldbe noted andreported, and
appr opr i ot e feedb ack giv en.

. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the
next level to coDe with problems.

Findings:
Problems such as low coverage are identified through
data collected and through visits. These are addressed

with the DOS, and where applicable provisions are

made against next treatment cycle. Where communities
perform well they are commended during mobilization
sessions, and requested to improve on the problem

efflectiveness and attitude
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t Checklist of key activities: sensitisatiory'
mobilisation; training; improving Mectizan supply ;
effe ctiv eJ sunp ort iv e superv is i on

areas.

[*I;Tf,i::lforsustainabilitv I 
Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

$,e+ii;*j]l,{li'..,i,{iuit+:,]}r&i;.",;3lil.,ii;f.irtd,.i,1:u:,}ii*'Ei,.,ut-,,'ti$.?.!',,,,Ytn'1^i},l

5.1 Check rf sfficient Mectizan is being orderedyearly, and in good tine (indicator of
effectiveness

. The orderformsfor the health district/ LGA uist,
and should be based on the sub-district orders.

. The Mectizan should be availablefor the LGAs in
timefor distribution at a timewhich is corwenient to
villagers.

. There should be no reports ofshortages.
, Ifthere have been shortoges, there should be

soecific plans to remedv them.

Findings:
Based on request from the LGA and the returns
from previous treatment cycles the State makes

Mectizan available to the LGAs. Usually they are

adequate and where shortages occur which is rare

replenishments are effected. There are no

complaints as to the time the drugs are supplied.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled? I 

Highly 
I 

Moderatelv Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.2 Check if Mectizan is being stored and administered within the government system at this level
indicator of

The Mectizan:
. Should be orderedfrom the n*t level usingforms

supplied by the government.
. Should be stored in a room made aruilable by the

government at this level - preferably in the same
room cts the other drugs.

. Should be controlled within the government system,

preferably using the same stock control system as

for other drugs.

Findings:
Mectizan is stored within the LGA either at the
common store or in the LGA Coordinator's office
or a separate room provided. It is dispensed using a

project designed control system that is effective
and dependable. The forms are supplied by the
State and reproduced by LGA. For hard to reach

villages Mectizan is collected by CRNP and
distributed down the line, and this is dependable.

Higtrly
nffffi,i::lforsustainabilitv I Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.3 Check if Mectizan is being distributed appropriately and ffictively to the sub-districts
indicator o

The sub-districts should obtuin the Meaizan by
means oftransport supplied and paidfor by the
government at the district/ LGA level
Preferably the sub-district shouldfetch the
Mectizanfrom the district/ LGA level store.

Findings:
Mectizan is collected from the State using LGA
resources but are collected by the DOS using
resources provided mainly by APOC. For remote
communities CRNP staff collects Mectizan using
its own resources.

Is ttris criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

f effectiveness

6.1 Check lf only necessary trainins is bc done hndicator of efficiencv and
. There should be an objective needfor each episode

of training:
* There must be evidence that staffto be troined

lack lmowledge and skills to perform theiob.
* Training to motivate staffis not a suficient

reasonfor training.
. The evaluator must be satisfied that the duration of

traininswas iustified.

Findinss:
CDDs are routinely trained every year by LOCTs
and at times training is done twice or 3 times. LGA
Coordinator features in all training sessions at all
districts.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

slishtly Not at all Not applicable



6.2 Check that training is being done at the appropriate level, by the appropriate staff(indicator of
:fficiencv and simolicit

Staf of this level should only trainthe
level immediately below it, and not
further down.

Findings:
CDDs are trained by the LGA Coordinator with the DOS. In

only exceptional cases are DOS allowed to conduct training on

their own. For difficult areas CRNP conducts training of CDDs.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

ar,, 
I 

Moderately slightly Not at all Not applicable
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efficienc

f effectiveness
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7.1 Check whether the cost implications of each CDTI related activity (monitoring/ supervision,

naining/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution) are quantified in the yearly budgetfor the health

6.3 Check if in-service trainingfor CDTI is being integratedwith other health programme training
at this level (rndicator of and

Trainingfor CDTI should be integrated into the yearly
planfor in-sertice train@ in the health district/ LGA.

Findings:
There is no specific in - service training for CDTI'
Staff go for in - service training at school of health
technology where oncho like all other endemic
diseases are taught.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

6.4 Check that staffat this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/ mobilisation of
relevant decision makBrs in there area lbn (indicator o

. Staffroutinely identify situations where decision
makers lack information obout/ commitment to
CDTI, and undertake activities to inform and
persuade these persons.

, Stof have promotional materials at their disposal
for this DurDose (fliers. oosters etc),

Findings:
Staffare routinely engaged in advocacy and

sensitization of both policy makers and village
leaders. Promotional materials are available

**::mf*Urorsustainabnitv I 
Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

district/ LGA (indicator of effectiveness
The costs for each CDTI related activity in the year
plan should be clearly spelt out in the budget.
Recurrent and capital costs (ifany) should be

separated in the budget.

Findings:
In the LGA budgets recurrent and capital estimates

are clear though rarely used. The integrated plans

and the Oncho specific plans have cost
implications. Integrated plans have no costing for
specific CDTI activities. They are embedded in the
costing of an activity for relevant PHC
components.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slishtly Not at all Not applicable

7.2 Checkwhether appropriate and adequate omounts are budgetedfor the planned CDTI related

activities (indicator of effectiveness and
The qmounts budgeted should be neither qcessive nor
too small - monogers should be able toiustifi the need

for each amount, in relation to:
. The outcomes resultingfrom the previous year's

CDTI upenditure
. The cost of similar activities for other programmes.

Findings:
There is no clear explanation for the amounts
budgeted. They appear adequate in some cases and

excessive in other cases for some of the activities
planned.

15 this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable
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7.3 Check whether/znds to cover these costs are increasingly being suppliedfrom district/ LGA
re source s (indicator ot

. The relative contributions of the district/ LGA and
other partners should be clearly spelt out.

. The proportion provided by the oficial health
service should be the major one by now.

. This proportion offunds should be increasing
yearly.

Findings:
In only I LGA relative contributions were spelt
out. In all LGAs contributions from the
government is not the major one and is decreasing.
In an LGA there has never been any releases from
Drosramme inceotion.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

attr
t Management should be aware of the size of the

shortfall, and have specific and realistic plans to
bridge it.

. If it is planned thdt non-gwernment sources of
funding are to be used afier APOCfunding ends,

wrilten commitmentfor this should have been
obtained ot the highest level in these donor
organisations (e.g. a new Memorandum of
Understandind.

Findings:
Management is aware there are shortfalls but does
not know the size. There are no specific or
dependable plans to bridge except an optimistic
expectation that things will generally improve with
in - coming administrations.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly I Moderately 
I 

Not at all Not applicable

7.4 Check if in case of a deJicit between estimated costs and the amount provided by the
government, dependable provision is being made to meet it (indicator of effectiveness and

itude

}.,1itj*..x*;',i,:*ttrrtw!rit.:'j{:@s'"Ii$b,}]q,h|.}q,}I"l.,uly*s'ax,:'l;*'$lu,,}4.;.*

8.1 Check if there is strfficient transportfor necessary visits to the sub-district levelfor CDTI
of effectiveness

7.5 Check whether CDTIfunds in the health district/ LGA budget are efrciently managed (indicator
of effectiveness and efficienc

The budget holder should use a control system with the

following elements:
. Apprwal of each item of expenditure r
t Allocation of aependinre against specific budget

headings
. Regular calctrlation of residual amounts under

budget headings.

Findings:
All approvals for funds release are usually done by
the LGA chairman and he is advised by the staff of
the finance/treasury department in terms of residual
amounts or allocation of expenditure items.
Applications however are recommended by the
PHC Coordinator.

ls this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

re lated activities (indicator
t There should be no reports offailure to

undertake necessary CDTI activities ot sub-
district level, due to trqnsport not being
av oil ab I e or affor dab le.

. Transport provided by the central level should
no longer be usedfor routine CDTI activities at
LG,U district level.

t ChecHist of activities: monitoring/ supervisio4
training/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution

Findines:
Motorcycles supplied by APOCA.IPI/CRNP are

available; maintenance and fuelling are mainly from
APOC resources and complemented by LGA
resources, personal funds of staff using the motor
bikes and where applicable by CRNP resources. There
are no plans for replacements or for major repairs
when they go bad. Rarely is transport from State level
used for activities at the LGA level.

ls ttris criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiUed?

Fully HighlY 
I 

slishtl, Not at all Not applicable



made for other programmes or pu indicator of inteeration and
. Where CDTI is involved tips should be authorised/

undertakenfor more than one purpose.
t Means of transport provided by specific programmes

should be usedfor other programmes as well.
, ChecHist of activities: monitoring/ supervision, training/

mobilisqtion. Mectizan distribution

Findings:
Trips for CDTI activities are occasionally
used to carry out other activities. Though log
books are not used it was evident that shared

transport exists.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Hiehly shghtry Not at all Not applicable
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8.2 Check if trips/ journeys undertalcenfor routine CDTI purposes are integrated with those

8.3 Check if the transport made avulablefor CDTI is being adequately managed (indicator of

g"..'"mI#;ltii{s,",ffii++:J^ffi.{:.:.*ffi;,:"!.l.'.f.1't1.Y-#l}iiiI$;h.'s.:rr?1ii:t{r:.:l.N:l

9.1 Check whether the health district/ LGA team is skilled ondlvtowledgeable, regarding the

mentation of CDTI in its area indicator of effectiveness
LG,U health district team members should have enough
knowledge and skill to undertake all the key CDTI
activ ities themselves, without help:
. Planning
t Training and sensitisatioil mobilisation
t Mectizan ordering/ distribution
. Monitoring/ superttision.

Findines:
LOCTs and PHC Coordinators are skilled and quite

knowledgeable about CDTI and can carry all
relevant activities without help from the State
level. They are only helped by the Cross River
National Park for areas that are inaccessible by the
Health service.

n*Iffift:?forsustainability I Highry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.2 Check whetherpersonnel at the health district/ LGA level is stable, and whether provision is
made for passing on CDTI skills when a trained person moves owcry (indicator of
effectiveness

. Staffshould remain in one postfor at leastfwe
years.

. There should be immediate training (in CDTI) of
new, unskilled district/ LGA staffmembers who
have CDTI r esponsibilities.

Findings:
LOCT members are fairly stable. PHC
Coordinators are transferred occasionally within a

period of 3 - 4 years. SOCTs train new members

and they are followed up on the job by the LOCT
leader. Salaries do not come as at when due

causins low staff morale.
Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

t Trips madefor CDTI purposes should be properly
aihorised inwriting by the relevant oficial.

. Eachtrip undertakenfor CDTI purposes should be
recorded in a log book

Findings:
There are no formal approvals for trips undertaken;
occasionally PHC coordinators are briefed/
debriefed on visits made. Log forms are available
but only utilized when application for funds are

made.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable
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Instrument 3: sub-district/ first line health facility level

1.2 Check whether the geographical coverage in the sub-district is satisfacrory (indicator of
effectiveness

1.3 Check if all villages have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate (indicator of
effecti

.*Iffi;-r$,S$,*,4ryffi:t'J,1ifJi:rliilir'itilf il.llll[:il*;r:{i"-T,i'i:tl}"lj:ti:jli*.l },,,i,1*:}}silii}:r\'..it*}r?tt\ i ,

Check if CDTI is an fficial part of health seryice activities at this level, or is included in

2.2 Check if there is a written year planfor CDTI in the sub-districf (it may appear under

2.3 Check if the plan contains all the elements needed for CDTI to work well (indicator of

P.

2.1

Findings:
All endemic communities are being covered

. All villages identified by the lqtest REMO should be
under treatment (i.e. the geographical cwerage
rate is 10001 and stable).

. This should be conJirmed by comparing coverage
records with the REMO list of endemic

Is this criterion for sustainability
being tulfilled?

veness
The therapeutic coverage rate should be:
. 65ok or higher
, stable or increosing.

Findings:
Average of79Yo coverage recorded and being
maintained

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully (>85%
coverase)

Moderately (65-
74%6 coverage\

Slightly (less than
65%o coverage)

the'basic packape of activities' i, (indicator of intesration and attitude
. There should be an fficial docament locally

artailable, making clear thot CDTI is a sub-district
responsibility.

. Sub-district stoffshould perceive CDTI to be one of
their r outine r esp ons i bil it ies.

Findings:
Official document does not exist but LGA/ District
know oncho control is part of their responsibility.
Staff are aware of CDTI but there is a focal person
in charse of the orogramme.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

Slightly Not at all Not applicable

another ftlme. e.g.'onchocerciasis rrogramme') (indicator of integration and effectiveness
I

I

There should be awritten plan or timetable in
uistence, for the most recent round of CDTI.
Ideally the plon should be integrated into the
overall year planfor the sub-district. It should not
be seporate.

Findings:
3 health facilities had some form of written plans; others
are aware of what they should do. In one facility an

integrated plan for the LGA was seen.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

ettbctiveness
t The plan should make prwisionfor qA kcy

eletnents.
. ChecHist of kcy activities: Mectizan supply;

targeted trainW (for CDDs); targeted
mobilisatiory' sensitisation; monitoring and
saoervision

Findings:
The plans seen had all the key elements for CDTI

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

Slightly Not at all Not applicable

ffecti



and attitude
. It should be the sub-district management team

which is initiating the key CDTI activities:
planning, monitoring/ supervision, training,
Mectizan ordering/ distribution.

. This team should no longer depend on the district/
LGA leadership to cwry out CDIT.

Findings:
Activities are initiated by district/LGA staff in
collaboration with the LOCT leader.

Mobilization/advocacy visits are usually the first
activities to be conducted

nHlffift:lforsustainability I Hiehry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

3.
3.1

4l

W.:-."li:.,i.i,-,."l,.i.];;l;:i..{,l,.l.i,,i.,;';,:,,.]':.'-..]:,ji,..]',...
Check if the sub-district management team is takingfull responsibilityfor CDTI (indicator of

g: Check if there is evidence of political commitment to CDTI in the sub-districf (indicator of
inte and attitude

t The senior politiciail civil servant/ heakh
committee chairperson at this level shoald know
about CDTI, should appear committed to it.

. There should be evidence of specific past budgetary
allocations and disbursementsfor CDTI, and the
amounts should be increosinP.

Findings:
Senior management staff express commitment to
the programme and sometimes give moral/logistic
support. Fund releases at LGA level are however
decreasing and in some cases non - existent.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

4..^W1\i;j1fiqF$il8.i,rur,l,1"l']'l..|il1:l,ii.{i.,1i.,'i".'j::i]:l";*,.,,,l,"iil[lHhjl',i,t,fiiii:.|'

4.1 Check if members of the sub-district team are routinely and fficiently supervising the CDTI
the on :ite tndicator of effecti and attitude

There should be evidence that each village is visited
at least once around the time of distribution.
During visits to communities/ villages sub-district
staf should turn their attention to as many heolth
related programmes and problems as they have
time for.

!

!

Findings:
There are several visits to the communities, some
of which are used to do other activities.
Supervisory visits are dependent on external
resources.

ls this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly 
I 

slishtly Not at all Not applicable

4.2 Checkif routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and nansmitted
within the indicator o

The reporting process should be within the
government system, not using other resources.

Findings:
CDDs submit reports to DOS who in turn reports to the
LOCT leader. APOC resources are occasionally used by
DOS to collect and submit returns. CDTI data are not
summarized and copies of summary forms not retained.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fuIfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.3 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes, which
are indicated by the monitoring system (coverage data visits and reports) (indicator of
effectiveness and attitude

. As soon as problems are identified in this wry, the
appropriate manager should deal with them.

. Planning must include activities whichwill improve
coverage in areas where it is unsatisfaaory.

. Successes shouldbe noted andreported, and
appr opr i at e fe edbac k giv en.

. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the
next level to cope with problems.

. ChecHist of key activities: sensitisatiory'
mobilis ation ; training; impr oving Mectizan supply ;
e,ffective/ sunnortive sunervision

Findings:
Problems such as refusals and inadequate CDD
remuneration are identified through reports and

supervisory visits. These are taken care ofusually
through mobilization of the communities who are

thus empowered to address such issues in future.
Good performance is acknowledged during
training and mobilization sessions.

[fffffl:]forsustainability I 
Highry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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5.1 Check if sfficient Mectizan is being ordered annually, and in good time (indicator of
effectiveness
. The orderformsfor the sub-district qist, and are based on

the village orders.
. The Mectizan should be a,ailablefor the sub-districts in

thnefor distribution at a timewhich is corvenient to
villagers.

. There should be no reports ofshortages and/ or late supply.

. If there hove been shortages, there should be specific plans
to remedv them.

Findings:
Yearly orders are based on number of
tablets used in previous cycles and update

of community census. Mectizan tablets are

usually adequate and available at times
acceptable to the villages. Where shortages

occur fresh supplies are made.

nff;t",i:Hrorsustainab,itY I Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.2 Check if Mectizan is regarded as afree but essential drug at the sub-district level (indicator of
and

. There should be an fficial docament locally
available, making cleqt that Mectizan is an
essential drug at this level.

. Sub-district staf should perceive Mectizan to be an
essential drus at this level.

Findings:
Mectizan is known t be free and essential but not
part ofthe essential drug list. Essential drugs are

bought and sold on a cost recovery basis.

ls this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled? I 

Hietrly 
I 

Moderatelr Slightly Not at all Not applicable

attitude

5.3 Check if Mectizan is being stored and administered within the government system at this level
indicator of

The Mectizan:
. Should be orderedfrom the nut level usingforms

supplied by the government.
. Should be stored in a room made available by the

government at this level - prefuably in the some
room cts the other drugs.

. Should be controlled within the government system,

preferobly using the same stock control system as

for other druss.

Findings:
Mectizan is supplied based on previous treatments
and population updates. There are no order forms;
tablets are distributed routinely once they are

available. They are stored in the health facility and

dispensed using a simple but separate stock control
specific for the programme which is dependable
and effective.

n*fffi",i::lforsustainab,itv I Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.4 Check if Mectizan is being distributed appropriately and ffictively to the villages (indicator of
etlbctiveness

. Villagers should accept responsibilityfor ensuring
that they get the Mectizan they needfor each
disnibution This will often meanfetching itfrom the
sub- dis tr ict t hems elv es.

t However in situations where villages are very far
from heolth centres, or where it is easy/ practicable

for sub-district staffto deliver the Mectizan, such
staffshould help with the deliverv.

Findings:
Communties usually fetch Mectizan from the
health Centre once they are informed of its
availability. In few occasions DOS distributes them
during CDD training or takes them to the

communities. Villages acknowledge this is their
responsibility.

f"1ffffi:i::lforsustainabilitv I Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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NOTE: This refers to taining and sensitisation activities performed by officers working at this

level, for the next level.

6.2 Check that training conducted at this level (i.e. CDD training) is done by the appropriate staff

6.4 Check that staffat this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/ mobilisation of

1. ,',.;,,ffiI6sffi**lii+l**etieiker:,i,,,1;;Si""&t'i;q.i';."4gqfu,s'w*+r'.'me*ru;:w*q+wlmmrunt,{;tc,&q$s."q:q€{lLrrr"+.ii{ ' '

7.1 Check whether adequate provision is made for the costs involved in each CDTI related activity

6.1 Check if onlv necessary trainins is being done indicator of efliciency and sim
. There should be an objective needfor each episode

of training:
* There must be evidence that CDDs to be trained

lack knowledge and skills to perform theiob.
* Training to motivote CDDs is not a suficient

reasonfor training.
. The evaluator must be satis/ied that the duration of

trainins was iustilied

Findings:
CDDs are trained twice a year, sometimes more;
duration is I - 2 days. There is no justification for
the number or duration of training sessions. Cost
of activity is shared between project and the
community.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

icator of efficiencv ant
Only sub-district staffshould be iwolved in
training of CDDs (NOTE: in Nigeria it is
appropriate if the LOCT is doing training at this
level)

Findings:
DOS wh are also LOCTs conduct training for CDDs with
the support of the LGA Coordinator. DOS cannot conduct
trainins without the presence of the LGA Coordinator.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

ar,, 
I 

Moderately SliChtly Not at all Not applicable

6.3 Check if adequate and appropriate materials are wailable for the necessary health education

and mobilisation (ofvillagers) and training (of CDDs), related to CDTI (ndicator of

Findings:
Materials are available but not in adequate
quantities. Materials are distributed during training
sessions and are locally relevant. Replenishments
are effected ifproject has produced enough
materials

. The materials should be easy to use.

. The materials should be locally relevsnt.
, There should be suficient materials.
. It should be possible to get new stocks of materials

when needed, and staf should btowfromwhich
source they can obtain them.

Is this criterion for sustainability

relevant decision makers in there area of operation (indicator of effectiveness
. Staffroutinely identify situations where decision

makers lock information about/ commitment to
CDTI, and undertake activities to inform and
p er suade thes e p ers ons.

. Staffha,e promotional materials at their disposal
for this DurDose (lliers, posters etc.).

Findings:
Relevant staffare routinely engaged in the
mobilization and sensitization where situations
such as high rate of refusals occur. Where deemed

necessary IEC materials available are used.

Highly I ModeratelyIs this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled? I Slightly Not at all Not applicable

Findings:
Costs for CDTI activities are nt quantified at this
level. Where available at the LGA level DOS are

The costsfor each CDTI related activity in theyear
pan should be clearly spelt out in the budget.
The staf should be able to justify the amount they

at this level (ndicator of effectiveness
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. ChecHist of items to be costed: monitoring/
supervision, training/ mobilisation; arranging
Mectizan supply

not aware of costing and how it relates to them.
They however have an idea of what each activity
will likelv cost.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

t.". .:

8.1

7 .2 Check whether funds to cover these costs are fully or increasingly being suppliedfrom own

;:-TMcn#ffi:'-...l'..'-,-'i-i,.J.i1i,i,]{$$tdri.,L:'|*t,i:*,Mtlii,'ri!yq,tu,4}h*ibr'di|.
Check if there is sfficient transport for necessary visits to the sub-district level for CDTI

8.2 Check if trips/ journeys undertakenfor routine CDTI purposes ore integrated with those

LWit.}i.lj,'l,]l'il+"{i+:l.':;.;.:.*'ii,.,",1"):;.".i..rLi;|l'i,],,;:);,;;il'*li].,-j*l,.,:-i:',',.;.,Ij}

9.1 Check whether the sub-district team is skilled and lmowledgeable, regarding the

'sub-districil and/ or district/ LGA resources (indicator of integration
. Therelative contributions ofall sources offunding

should be clearly spelt out.
. The proportion provided by the fficial health

service (district or sub-district) should be the major
one by now.

. This proportion offunds should be increasing
vearlv.

Findings:
Relative contributions are not spelt out except in
one LGA. Proportion of funds for the various
activities from the LGA is decreasing and in a few
places non - existent.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Hiehly Moderately 
I 

Notatall Not applicable

r elated activitie s (indicato of eltbctiveness
. There should be no reports offailure to

undertake necessary CDTI activities at
village level, due to transport not being
av ai I abl e or affor dabl e.

t ChecHist of activities: monitoring/
supervision, training/ mobilisation,
arr anging Mectizan supply

Findines:
Motorbikes and engine boats are available from
APOCAIPVBI. Maintenance and fuelling are mainly from
APOC funds complemented by funds from personal
pockets of h/workers and LGA resources. In the riverine
areas facilities are available but not accessible. In 3
h/facilities some activities could not be implemented due

to inaccessibiliW of transport.
Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiUed?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

made for other orosrammes or DurDoses (indicator of intesration and
. Where CDTI is irwolved trips should be

authorised/ undertakenfor more thqn one
purpose.

: Means of transport prwided by speciJic
progrommes should be usedfor other
programmes qs well.

. Checklist of activities: monitoring/ supervision,
training/ mobilis ation, arranging Mectiz an
supolv

Findings:
In all instances shared transport exists. Trips for CDTI
activities are sometimes utilized to carry out other
PHC activities. On few occasions staff on other PHC
activities e.g home visits, H/Education talks, utilize
the opportunity to address oncho issues and collect
treatment reports.

nff;1';",ffilforsustainability I Highry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

ion of'CDTI in its area ion (rndicator of efiectiveness
. Sub-district team members should hove enough

knowledge and skill to undertake all the key CDTI
activities themselves, without help.

. ChecHist of activities: planning monitoring/
supervision, tr aining / mobilis ation, otanging
Mectbqn supply.

Findings:
H/workers, particularly DOS, are skilled and very
knowledgeable. They are able to carry out all
activities by themselves except in CDD training
where LGA Coordinator rarely gives a free hand.
However. not all h/workers at this level are

knowledseable about CDTI activities.
Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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Check whetherpersonnel at the sub-district level is stable, and whether provision is made

effectiveness

on CDTI skills when a trained moves awtry (indicator of effectiveness
. Staf should remain in one postfor at leostfwe

years.
. There should be immediate taining (in CDTI) of

new, unskilled sub-district staffmembers who hove

CDTI responsibililies.

Findings:
Staff is stable. New/unskilled personnel are to be

trained by SOCTs or trained on the job by the

LOCT Leader.

Is ttris criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Highly I ModeratelyI Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.3 Check whether the worHng conditions of sub-district staffare satisfactory (indicator of

Findings:
Some medical supplies and equipment are

available but not in required quantities. Some

others are not available. Staff are being owed
unwards of 3 months.

. The staffshould at least receive their salaries
regularly.

. Also to be considered are stafing level, medical
equipmmt (for vital signs), medical supplies,
stationery - these should be adequatefor theiob.

Is this oiterion for sustainabiliff
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Instrument 4: village/ community level

h ComrW rrtr):ir,r*,;t;'-,-',-r',i1ry..,"1r,1t.".,..;1qgdtr1,*.i,;r,ta,t,;ioj,qri[u.1"p ,,1i,i

effecti

3Ms l

Check if the census update is routinely done at the same time as the distriburron (indicator of

Check if community leadership gets involved in managing problems and successes with

t
2.1

$.

3.1

I Check tlnt the seosraphi is 100% (indicator of etlbctiveness
All quarters/ wards and hamlets should
b e cov er e d s at isfa ct orily.

Finding:
All sections of the villages are covered and the village leaders

ensure adequate coverage by mobilizing the entire community
during each distribution. Geographic coverage is 100% and this is

beins maintained
Is this criterion for sustainability
being tulfilled?

Highly
(problem with
nomads onlv)

Moderately (a few
villages/ harnlets

not covered)

Slightly (many
villages/ hamlets

not covered)

2 Check that et utic is beins maintained (indicator of ettEctiveness
. Therapeutic coverage of 65% is beingmaintained

or improving.
. There is docamentory evidence ofreportedrates

(the summaryf"rnt).

Finding:
Average coverage rate for the villages visited is

82oh. Abijang had the lowest of 49.1% while
Ekimaya had the hiehest of 95.Zoh

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully (>90%
coverase)

Moderately (65-
79o/o covera$e)

Slightly (less than
65% coverage)

efficiencv and
. CDDs are asked to describe the steps of the

distribution. This should make clearwhether they
do the census and the distribution at the some visit.
The CDDs shouldvisit eachfamily only once ayear
(acept tofollow up obsentees/ refusok).

. Also ask obout orevious vears - what is the routine?

Findings:
Census update is routinely done. In 7 communities
this is carried out separately. In the remaining 5

registration is updated during treatment. Refusals
are visited more than once.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine fulfilled?

Fully Hiehly 
I 

slightly Not at all Not applicable

distribution (indicator of attitude and effectiveness
t The community leadership should be taking

responsibility for the distribution of
Mectizqn within their village.

. Ifcoverage (geographical and therapeutic)
is not adequate or not being maintained, the
leadership should understand the reqsons

for this.
. The leadership should identifu and solve

oroblems with distribution at this level.

Findings:
Community leaders mobilize and sensitize the
communities for distribution. Some even take custody of
the drugs and register during distribution.
They identifo problems and are able to contain them
particularly with refusals and CDD incentives. Active
CDDs even in communities where incentives are not given
are encouraged with 'words of wisdom'.

[Hj;H";::? 
for sustainabilitv I 

Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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Check whether village level distribution registers are being kept accurately (indicator of
attitude and effectiveness

. The register should be complete and accurate.

. The register may be/illed in by the CDD and/ or a
village helper.

. Verifi by uamining the register.

Findings:
Registers appear fairly well kept and filled out by

the CDDs.
A few resisters had not yet been updated.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.2 Checkwhether CDDs are reporting to the sub-district indicator of effectiveness
t Reports to sub-district shouldget tothe sub-district

on time.
t Reports may be summary reports, or the original

village record, depending on the level of skill of the
CDD

Findings:
Reports get back to the LGAs from the
communities through the district Oncho
Supervisors. In 2 communities there are delays in
sendins in their reports.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiUed?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

3.

1 Check that the required amount of Mectizan is received (indicator veness

The CDDs / villagers should report that all
villagers who were eligiblefor treatment
got it, and that there wqs little or no stock
lefi over afier completing treatment round

Findings:
Adequate stock of Mectizan was obtained. All eligibles were
given the drugs apart from those that refused. Quantity of
drues left over is usuallv small.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfiUed?

Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

of effecti

indicator f effectiveness

5.2 Check that calculations for the required quantities of Mectizon are accurate (indicator of
effectiveness

. There should be a rational aplanation about hov)
the omount orderedfor the village is calcttlated (on

the b osis of p opul at i on).
, The calctlation mry be done by the CDD or the

health centre nurse, depending on the CDD's level
of skill.

Findings:
Calculations were based on quantity of drugs used

on every previous treatment plus census update.

This is done sometimes by the CDDs and in most
instances by District Oncho Coordinators.

f"Hfffi"i::?forsustainab,itv I Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.3 Check that the required amount ol'Mectizan is received on time (indicator o
The CDD and the villagers should report that the
Mectizan arrives at a corruenient and acceptable time of
the year.

Findings:
Mectizan supplies have no fixed time for arrival. It
is acceptable to the communities. Adequate
quantities are normally received.

Highly
[#i;Tf,trrrorsustainabilitv I Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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6.1 Check rhat CDDs and village authorities continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/

mobilisation of relevant decision makers in there area of operation (indicator of
effectiveness

. CDDs/ village authorities identifi situations where
decision makers lack information about/
commitment to CDTI, and undertake activities to
inforn and persuade these persow.

. CDDs/ village authorities have promotionsl
materials at their disposalfor this purpose (liers,
posters etc.).

Findings:
Community leaders, stake holders and CDDs
continue to sensitize and mobilize relevant decision
makers as well as persuade refusals within the
community.
Promotional materials very scanty within the
community.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfiUed?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

1t" fi$# ,..1+,#:rt",si.1,..i-,."ri*rr-,.,..:,.,;,ir'.i. ,i'i' t'l*-it i

7.1 Check that the villagers appreciate the financial and non-financial costs involved in CDTI

|..$Nfffi#**sffi.,.;,.::.:',i..':A:,.i::,.'--"......',..,1,i,l'',..,'l-.1'.l,..i1.,i.1,]i1'1.:,

8.1 Check if villagers are able to access the necessary transport tofetch the Mectizanfrom the

first line health centre/ sub-district, and to hand in their distribution reports (indicator of
effecti

indicator of attitude
. Briefly tell villogers (including the village heod) what the

component activities of C DTI are : mobilis ation ; training;
collecting drugs; the acual distribution, supervision.

. Then ask them where they think resources for these activities
comefrom. They should show an understandingthqt the
resources come from outside and from the work of the CDD.

Findings:
Communities are aware and
appreciative ofthe fact that resources
come from outside and from the work
of their CDDs.

l:Hxffi",i::]forsustainab,itv I Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

7.2 Check that the community has made arrangements tofund local costs of distributlon (indicator
of auitude

The community should make provisionfor
the supply ofrecord books, pencils,
transport ond other qpenses incurred
(including possible remuneration for
cDDl

Findings:
Communities have in place means of generating funds locally
through periodic community contributions and CBOs.4
communities are not currently making local resources

available for CDTI but have expressed willingness to start
contributing.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

veness
. There should be no reports offailure to

collect Mectizqn or hand in reports, due
to transport not being avqilable or
afordable.

Findings:
Villages arrange for transport to fetch mectizan and to enable
CDDs attend training. In some cases, CDDs pay from their
own pockets and reports are collected by District Oncho
Suoervisors themselves.

Is this criterion for sustainability
beins fulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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of effect9.1 Check tlwtall CDDs have received indicator of effectiveness
. CDDs shouldreport that they have received

training snd demonstrate understanding of the
work

. ChecHist: doing the census; doing the reports,
giving the right dose; lmowingwho is not eligible;
knowins what to do with side-effects

Findings:
CDDs have been trained and retrained; in some

cases more than twice per year. They exhibit a
reasonable understanding of their work.

[*Ififii::?forsustainability I 
Hietrry Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.2 Check that there is a system in place for new CDDs to acquire the appropriate skills (indicator
of effectiveness

There should be a plan in placefor training CDDs to
replace those who drop out, or when new ones are
el ecte d for other r e as o ns.

Findings:
New CDDs are trained by District Oncho
Supervisor and where he gives the approval by
older/more experienced CDDs.

nfffi[:i::lforsustainab,itv I Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.3 Check whether CDDs are willins to continue with CDTI (indicator of attitude
CDDs should ex,press willingness to continuewith
distribution in the long term, given the conditions
which prevail in the community.

Finding:
CDDs are willing to continue their jobs, even in areas

where incentives are problematic as they see this as

their own form of contribution to the community.

*ff;1[",i::l 
for sustainabilitv 

I 
Highrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.4 Check whether villasers value annuql treatment (indicator of attitude and eltbctiveness
The community members should be able to mention one
or more advantoges of Mectizan, and upress the need

for the annual treatment.

Finding:
Villagers perceived as a very important drug for
improved vision. strensth and cure rashes.

I:fftrf:,il:l 
for sustainabiritv I Hiehrv Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.5 Check whether villagers accept the needfor long term CDTI (indicator of attitude and

effectiveness
People should show understanding and upress
interest in long term treatment with Mectizan.

Finding:
Some communities are willing to take the drug for as long
as mectizan gets to them, while others are unsure because
of their fears with severe reactions.

Is ttris criterion for sustainability
beine tulfilled?

Fully Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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APPENDIX 3

LIST OF DOCT'MENTS SIGHTED

State Level

l. State CDTI plans of action for 1999,2000 and 2001

2. REMO listing of all endemic communities with their population figrres

3. CDTI budgets for 1999,2000, 2001

4. Financial reports (APOC) for 1999,2000 and 2001

5. Cash book - APOC funds

6. Applications for release of funds and approvals for expenditures

7. Payment vouchers (APOC)

8. 4m Year CDTI Yzyear progress technical report

9. Reports of routine supervision

10. Reports of stake holders (SHM) meetings

11. Mectizan Stock registers

12. Mectizan order applications

13. Report of advocacy and community mobilizations

14. Reports of trainings conducted,2000,2001

15. Attendance list at LOCT hainings for 2000 and 2001

16. Time tables for LOCT trainings for 1998, 1999,2000 and 2001

17. Training materials seen include, CDD training manual, LOCT taining guide, Flip charts on

CDTI

LGA Level (Biose,Etung and Obanlihu) sone documen$ wete seen insome LGAs but not in
others

l. Treatnent summary records LGA and communities for three years (1999-2001)

2. Non integrated Workplan (skeletal/Integrated Workplans for CDTI activities

3. CDTI workplans in some LGAs

4. Reports of last round of CDTI activities for !999-2001.

5. Mectizan inventory 1999-2001

6. Reports of mobilization of communities for Biase LGA.

7. Attendance List of LOCTs and DOS trained for 1999-2000.

8. Log forms

9. Annual Budget Estimates 2000 - 2002
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Health Facility Level (Ikot Okpora, Akpet I, Nsonfang, Elfraya,Bikaa, and Begia*ul)

1. Treatment summaries for three years (1999-2001)

2. Year plan of CDTI activities (non integrated and rough sketches) 2000 and 2001

3. Mectisan Inventory and requisition letters (1999-2001)

4. List of CDDs trained (1999-2000)

5. List of Community contributions for CDTI activities.(I999-2000)

Community Level (Ikot Okpora, Akpet I, Ayaba,Okurike,Abijang, Agbotai, Ekimaya, Abokim
Mg babor, B ikaa, B uny ia,Bendigie and Kakwalaka)

l. CDDs Treatnent Registers

2. Summary forms

3. Measuring Rules
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APPENDIX 4
LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED/IVTET

State Level

. l. Dr. Iyam U. Ugot. Honourable Commissioner for Health, Cross River State

Z. Dr. Charles B. Edem. Permanent Secretary, Cross River State Ministy of Health, Calabar

' 3. Dr. Asibong B. Asuquo. Director PHC and Disease Control, Cross River State Ministry of

Health, Calabar

4. Dr. philip Bassey. Deputy Director Disease Control, Cross River State Ministy of Health,

Calabar

5. Mrs. Rose Nyambi. State PHC Coordinator, Cross River State Ministry of Health, Calabar

6. Mr. J. J. Egwu. Principal Planning Offrcer, Development Aid Unit, State Planning

Commission, Cross River State, Calabar

7. Dr. E.I Gemade. Project Officer Health (Oncho, GWEP, RBM) UNICEF, Lagos, Nigeria.

8. Mr. Saando Anom. Programme Officer, Water and Environmental Sanitation (WES),

TINICEF Zonal office, Enugu.

g. Mr. Michel Saint- Lot, Assistant Representative, UNICEF Tnrral Office, Enugu.

10. Mr. Ukam E. Oyene, State Project Coordinator, Cross River State CDTI Project, Calabar.

l l. Miss Mary Esu, Project Accountant APOC funds, Cross River State CDTI Project.

l2.Mr.Hilary Adie, SOCT member Vc of proposal writing and Deputy Project Coordinator,

Cross River State CDTI project, Calabar.

13. Iquo Effrom, SOCT member Vc of Mectizan Control, Cross River State CDTI Project,

Calabar.

14. lvlr. Inatr Sgnday, SOCT member and Data Manager, Cross River State CDTI Project.

LGA Level

A. Biase LGA

1. Elder Isoyip. Coordinating Director

2. Mrs. Francesca Asuquo. Director PHC

3. Mrs. Esther Esiem' Deputy PHC Director

4. Mr. Ibeh O Ibeh. LOCT Team Leader

5. Mr. Effion Ofem. Deputy LOCT Leader

6. Mrs. Rose O. Ubio. Senior Maton Vc of Ikot Okpara Health facility

7. Regina Ogburangi. District Oncho Supervisor, Ikot Okpara
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8. Ewoh Ekanem. CHEW, Ikot Okpara Health facility

9. Chief I. Achibong. Village Leader,Ikot Okpara Community

10. Mr. Obio Ikipe-Egona. CDD, Ikot Okpara community

11. Elizabeth Eteng Nurse Vc Akpet I Health facility

12. Evelyn William. Assistant Community Health Technician, Akpet Central Health facility

13. Chief John U. Ogbo. Village Leader, Akpet I

14. Eyo Egbai. CDD, Akpet I -

15. IvIr. Uno Obo Inuk. Clan Head, Okurike Community

16. Pastor Moses Nkanu Onnoghen. CDD, Okurike Community

17. Ebup Benjamin Abor. CDD, Ayaba community

18. Chief E. Enang-Obot. Village Leader Ayaba Community

B. Obanliku LGA

1. Mrs. Esther Ayuk. Director PHC

2. Mr. Asim N. Tawo. Coordinating Director

3. Mr. Finbar Ubi. Planning Officer

4. Mr. Cyril Akpofu. Accountant

5. Mr. Ololo Sunday. LOCT Leader

6. Mr. David U. Adung. Senior Health Technician Vc of Begiatsul Health Post, Bendi

District.

7. Mr. Awaye Clement Udida. Community Chairmaru Bendigie village, Bendi

8. Mr. Ben-James Ukie. CDD, Bendigie village, Bendi District.

9. Chief Fidelis Beshel. Clan Head, Kakwalaka village, Bendi

10. Benedict Ajiakong. Vc Bikaa Health facility

I l. James Okpang. District Health supervisor, Bikaa health facility

12. Chief James Ekesebe. Village leader, Bikaa community

13. Mr. Godwin Kayang. CDD, Bikaa community

14. Chief Gabriel Enwushie. Village leader, Bunyia community

15. IvIr. Peter Ayeye. Community chairman, Bunyia community

16. Dennis Elisu. CDD Bunyia community

C. Etung LGA

1. Mr. Peter Onongha. Secretary (Political)

2. Mrs. Regina Victor Icha. Deputy Director Health

3. Mr. Fred Ayang Eyam. LOCT Leader/Distict Supervisor, Effiaya Health facility
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4. Mr. J. E. Okpata. Accountant, Etung LGA

5. Mrs. Jenny I. Mbu. Oncho District SupervisorlUc Nsofang Health facility

6. Ms. Norlin Obaja Tangban. Oncho Distict Supervisor, Agbokim District, Agbokim

waterfall

7. Ntufam Eugene Tabi Oktra. Clan Head, Agbokim w/f

8. Chief Kireau Ntui. Member Chief s council, Agbokim w/f

g. Mr. Bob. Oku. Agbkim Wf town council Secretary

10. Ntufam christopher odu Amba. clan Head, Agbokim Mgbabor

11. Peter Mbeh Okpekor. CDD Agbokim Mgbabor

12. Bojor Obi. Town Council Chairman, Ekimaya

13. Anthony Alobi Obi. Town Council Secretary, Ekimaya

14. Innocent Oke. CDD, EkimaYa

15. Ntufam I. N. E. Onongha. Community leader, Abtjang

16. Ndifan Oguma. CDD for Abrjang and Agbotai

17. Ntufam Ntui Ekpenyong. Community leader, Agbotai
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APPENDIX 5

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE PLAI\MNG MEETING WITH STATE POLICY

MAKERS, HELD AT ESSENTIAL DRUG CONFERENCE HALL ON 3M OF JUNE,2OO2

INTRODUCTION

After registration of participants an opening prayer was given by the State programme manager

nutrition. Thereafter there was a general self - introduction of participants.

OVERVIEW

Prof. Ogb4 the tearn leader for external evaluators, gave an overview of project sustainability. He

went fryther to explain the objective of the evaluation of Cross River State CDTI project. He noted

that collaboration of Oncho project with notable NGOs was a big strength for the project' He

pointed out that there was evidence of integration of Oncho into other PHC programmes. This,

according to Prof Ogbe, has provided avenues for expansion into difficult and inaccessible areas.

Prof Ogbe took participants through the following elements of project sustainability which include

attitude, resources, effectiveness, efficiency, simplicity, and integration. He explained that there was

a difference between Self - sufficiency and Sustainability.

METHODOLOGY & LIMITATIONS

Mr. Okoronkwo told participants that a total of 12 communities were visited in 3 LGAs.

He entunerated the criteria the team used in sample selection to include coverage, endemicity and

geographical spread. He noted that the team made efforts to go into areas that are not easily

accessible in order to have a good view of the situation on ground. He pointed out the following

factors as being limitations of the exercise:

whose political interests and programmes prevented him from mobilizing communities. This

he said resulted in the selection of other places.

assignment dtring which they could make corrections on the field.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The team of evaluators went through a sunmary of their findings at the various levels. These

include:
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Summary Of Findings: State Level

Coverage
o Coverage is moderately high at a current 70% and it is increasing

Planning
o Planning is done at the project level every year based on the original S-year APOC

proposal. The plan is well-written and explicit indicating budgets and the roles of
various parbrers.

o There is a S-year rolling plan for PHC activities at the Ministy of Health level.
However this plan does not contain Oncho specific inputs.

o Post APOC plans for sustainability are being developed.

Leadership
o A project coordinator is appointed for the CDTI project. He is responsible for all the

aspects of the programme. He has sufficient time for the project activities and also
handles other PHC activities.

o The Commissioner in-charge of health showed very good understanding of CDTI
and appears committed. The State Governor has directed all endemic LGAs to pay
counterpart funds.

o Budgetary allocations are made to the project and it is increasing marginally but is
still not the major part f the overall costs. Disbursements of funds are not regular.

Monitoring and supervision
o Collation of data sent in from the LGAs is done at the state level and reports written.

All such reports are sent in to the Minisfiy of Health authorities and NOCP.
Information collected is all potentially useful for evaluation and planning purposes.

o Supervisory activities are mainly carried out at the LGA level but sometimes at the
district and community levels when it is perceived that problems beyond the
capabilities of the LGA team exist. Two or more visits are carried out per LGA
during drug distribution. Supervision is also carried out for other activities like
training and community self-monitoring. lntegrated supervisions are not done.

o Supervisory checklists are available but are not used all the time.
o Problems that have been identified by this monitoring system include low coverage

in some aneas, refusals, poor community participation and poor record keeping have
been dealt with accordingly.

o LOCTs are adequately empowered to cope with problems. Good performance is
openly acknowledged and commended.

Mectizan@ procurement and distribution
o Mectizan@ is procured from Lagos using APOC resources in most instances. The

drugs are stored at the project office Drug Store and have its separate stock control .
system that is working well.

o LGAs come to collect Mectizan@ at their own expense.

Training and sensitization/mobilization
o Trainings are carried out routinely every year and are not targeted according to

needs.
o The state team conducts the training for the LGA team members.
o Advocacy visits to policy makers are planned and executed.
o There are sufficient health education materials.
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Financial Resources
o The budget at project level takes into account all key activities of the CDTI project.

Amorurts budgetedappears to be sufficient and is justifiable.

o Although Government contributions are clearly spelt out, the release of funds is

irregular and insufficient. The project depends heavily on APOC funds.

o The project financial control system and financial record keeping are very good.

Transport and other Resources
o The project has suffrcient transport logistics but these are dependent on APOC funds

for maintenance.
o There is good control over the use ofproject vehicles.
o There are no plans for replacement of vehicles.
o Other needed material resources are available and suffrcient and were mainly

provided by APOC. There are no dependable plans for replacements.

Human Resources
o In addition to the project coordinator, there are nine other members of the team

(SOCT). They are well trained and have enough skills to undertake all CDTI

activities.
o The team is adequate in size for the work at hand.

o Staffsituation has been stable over the years, with almost all of the team members on

the job for more than five Years now.

Coverage
F beographic and therapeutic coverages are increasing and ftmge from 80% - 100% and from

53% - 83olo resPectivelY.

Planning
o There is some level of planning and efforts are being made to have an integrated work plan

for PHC.
o Work plans, where available, contained all elements of CDTI and were developed in a

participatory manner at the State level.

Leadership
o Initiative is taken by LGA Leadership and authorities are aware of the CDTI programme and

express commitment to it.
e Fund releases are decreasing and in some cases non - existent.

Supervision & Monitoring
o Communities are routinely and excessively supervised; checklists are not used

o There is integrated supervision
o Funds and logistics are dependent on APOC resources

o Data is collected and reported entirely within the government system; problems are

identified through data gathered, reports and visits and these are dealt with-

Ordering & Distribution Of Mectizan
. Sufficient Mectizan tablets are supplied and distributed in good time. They are stored in

facilities provided by the LGA but dispensed using a project designed stock control system

that is dependable.
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o LGA resources are mainly utilized for Mectizan collection but distibution is dependent on
APOC resources.

Training & Sensitization/lvlobilization
o Training is excessive and not targeted.
o Policy makers are sensitized and mobilized regularly especially where counterpart funding

is a problem
o Promotional & training materials are available but not in suffrcient quantities.

Financing/Iunding
o There are recurrent and capital budgets in LGA yearly estimates but these are rarely used to

guide expenditure.
o Cost estimates for key activities are not done except in few cases. Efforts are being made to

introduce integrated budgeting for PHC activities.
o Fund releases are decreasing and in some LGAs non - existent and there are no plans to

bridge deficits. Key activities are dependent on APOC funding.

Transport & Other Material Resources
o Transport is sufficient but dependent on extemal sources. They are routinely used in an

integrated manner
o Available logistics are not effectively managed in some LGAs.
o There are no dependable plans to affect major repairs or make replacements when they go

bad.

Human Resources
o Personnel are skilled, knowledgeable and fairly stable.
o NewAJnskilled personnel are trained by SOCTs and followed up by older/more experienced

LOCTs
o Remuneration is problematic; salaries are paid in arears of upwards 3 months creating low

morale

ofFi At The Health Facilitv Level

F"""ragd
. All communities zre berng covered and treatment coverage is increasing

F r*t"A
o There are no written plans for CDTI activities, though schedules exist in some cases; Staffis

aware of the key functions they are expected to frrlfill.

E"ade.shtd
o Stajf initiates activities with little input from the State but in close collaboration with the

LGA Coordinator.

ision & Monitori
o Supervision is sometimes integrated but supervisory visits for CDTI activities are frequent

and dependent on APOC frrnds.
o There is no documentary evidence of visits(reports/checklists)
o Data is routinely collected and tansmitted within the government set up though in few cases

CDTI data is not received on time. CDTI data is not summarizedatthis level and copies of
treatment reports are usually not retained.
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o Problems are identified and managed; good performance is acknowledged. Communities are

empowered to cope with problems identified.

ins & Di
o Mectizan supplies are adequate and arrive on time.
o Mectizan is stored usuallywithin the health facility and is distibuted using LGA resources.

o Stock control system is simple but records are not well kep.

inine &
o Training is not targeted and often conducted at least twice yearly.

o District Oncho supervisors have not been given free hand to conduct CDD training.

. Trainind promotional materials are available but not in suffrcient quantities.

o Relevant staffare involved with mobilization and sensitization of policy makers and stake

holders in the area.

o No budget plan for CDTI related activities exist at this level.

o Implementation of key CDTI activities is still heavily dependent on APOC funds.

& Other Material
o Transport is generally suffrcient though in Riverside areas some facilities provided by

APOC are not accessible.
o lnteglated trips are carried out and shared use oftransport exists.

o Personnel are skilled and fairly stable.
o System for haining nedunskilled staff is on ground.
o There are delays in payment of salaries.
o Basic medical equipments are found but generally insuffrcient and there are no dependable

sources for replacement or complementing these ones.

Summary Of Fi At The Community kvel

F";"rE
o Geographic coverage is 100% and being maintained
o Therapeutic coverage is satisfactory and generally increasing

Fi*"tG
o Registration is routinely done as a separate activity but in some communities they are done

alongside distribution

trailhil
o Leadership is aware of problems (low coverage and inadequate incentive to CDDs) and

involved in management through mobilization/sensitization.

Morft".t"A
o Registers are fairly well kept and appear complete
o Reports are sent in reasonable time to health facility using local resources.

manc
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inins &
o Adequate number of Mectizan tablets is received at convenient time for the communities.
o Calculations are based on past treafrnent records and population update.

inine And Sensitization/]vlobilizati
o Community leadership and CDDs are routinely engaged in sensitization of relevant persons

where problems have been identified.

Communities show understanding and appreciations of the costs involved in CDTI and are
aware that such costs are met from external sources.
Most communities are willing to contribute and, in most cases, have made arangements to
sustain local costs of distribution.

a

rt & Other Material
o Transport is available and affordable but funding sometimes is from CDDs pockets.

o CDDs demonstated they have received appropriate taining and are willing to continue.
o Villagers value Mectizan due to perceived help in expelling wonns and restoring vision.

They express willingness to continue treatment.
o New CDDs are to be trained by the LOCT or, where allowed, by the older CDDs.

COMMENTS AFTER PRESENTATIONS

The project manager for health UNICEF Enugu notes that the member of trainings organized has

been very excessive and not targeted in line with needs to reduce cost of trainings but the project

coordinator noted that training of different cadres of personnel involved in CDTI implementation

was encouraged in order to build capacity and empower people at all levels for sustainability of

CDTI implementation.

GROUP SESSIONS

Participants formed three groups and topical issues were assigned to each goup. The mandate for

each team was to come up with meaningful inputs and recommendations to address issues affecting

the overall sustainability of the project when APOC withdraws funding by next year. The outcome

and discussions on the group work are presented below:

Group l.Topic: Planning, monitoring and supervision

l. Planning
Identified problem: Non-integration of onchocerciasis control specific plan into the State PHC 5-
year Rolling Plan.
Solution: there is need for increased and complete integration on oncho programme into PHC plan
Activity I: Advocacy

Why - To increase political commitmentby 60Yo of the present commitrnent by 2001
Who - State PHC Advocacy team
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When - I to 2 months before calls for estimates

Indicator of success - Report of advocacy visits to Commissioner of Health, Special Adviser

on budget and Planning.

Activity II: Sustained wariness creation
Why - to keep oncho awareness high in the agents of government, LGA, opinion Leaders,

women organisations, youth and peer gxoups.

Who - Programme Manager
When - June too July 2002
Indicators of success - Media reports, broadcast, publications

2. Monitorine and supervision
Identified problem: Poor coverage, poor use of supervisory checklist
Activity I: Better monitoring

Why - To increase the use of standardized supervisory checklist
Objective - To increase the use of standardized supervisor checklist by 100% of LGAs in all
activities.
Who - Programme Manager
When - October to November 2A02
lndicator of success -No. of people trained.
Assumption - Availability of teaching materials

Activity II: Training
Why - To increase the use of standardized supervisory checklist; also record keeping

When - June to July
Who - Programme Manager
lndicator of success - No. of LGAs reporting with complete standardized checklists.

Group work Group 2: Finance, TrainingMobilisation

STATE:
l. Immediate solutions - follow up of release of the one million naira already approved by His

Excellency (Responsible person - Director of Finance, MOH)
2. Utilisation of state counterpart firnding from the State Planning Commission.
3. Immediate release of the mandated deductions from all endemic LGAs as directed by His

Excellency, the Executive Governor of Cross River State.

4. Specific input for onchocerciasis contol should appeax in future Rolling Plans of the MOH.
5. Timely and sufficient releasing of budgeted funds for onchocerciasis for early

implementation of programme activities.

LGA: Item no. 3 above covers the LGAs

COMMUNITY LEVEL:
l. Improved mobilization to sustain existing willingness and participation from communities

(since the communities were willing to contribute).
2. Organise fund raising activities at all endemic LGAs t sustain onchocerciasis confrol.

Training

1. Detailed assessments and evaluation of all trainings so far and make recommendations on
problems and prospects for future trainings (to guide against constant repetitive trainings)

2. Future trainings in PHC system should be integrated ptrposefully.
3. Need for onchocerciasis use of VIPP equipments by the trainer dtring TOT sessions
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Mobilisation

l. Usage of such mobilization tools e.g. billboards, handbills, jingles etc.
2. Suffrcient funding of onchocerciasis control programme for permanent and constant

maintenance of mobilizationtools (e.g. payments for bill boards and jingles).
3. Use of CBOs, Town Unions, Peer groups, Women Associations NGOs etc. for mobilization
4. Sustained collaboration with sister projects in PHC for some form of uniformity of purpose

and targets.

Group 3. Transportation of Mectizan

Problems Solutions Acton by whom Indicators of
suocess

Communitv Level
Funding not
available for
collection
sometimes from
own pocket

Community members should be
sensitized to use private own
transporters to collect Mectizan.
Community should be mobilized
to raise funds for collection and
transportation of Mectizan
CBOs should be mobilized to
raise funds especially during
oncho week.

l.

3.

Community
Leader State tearn
LGA
CBOs

Availability of
Mectizan in the
commtrnity.

State Level
Over dependent on
APOC funds for
transportation and
collection of
Mectizan

Advocacy and sensitization of policy
makers to release funds

Series of reminders is advocated and
makins it atoo orioritv issue.

Director PHC
State PHC
coordinator
Oncho
coordinator

Mectizan
provided
Funds provided

Lack of funds for
fuelling and
maintenance of
APOC vehicles
(cars, motorcycles,
eneine boats)

Ministry of Health to incorporate fueling
and maintenance of vehicles in annual
budgetary plans

High power advocacy to relevant policy
makers

Director Finance
& Supply, P.S

Hon. Comm.
Oncho
coordinator,
NOCP, UNICEF

Budget
provided, funds
released and
available

Lack of
dependable vehicle
and other materials
(oost (APOC)

Parting gift from of a project vehicle as
(alimony)

APOC, NOCP Availability of
new vehicle

Health
facilin/LGA level
LGA lack of funds
to collect Mectizan
from states

To be in cooperated into LGA plan of
action

LGA Director of
PHC
LOCT Leader

Budget
available, funds
released

Lack of
maintenance and
replacement of
oarts

Cost of maintenance and fuelling should
be incorporated into LGA Actions Plans

LGA Director of
PHC
LOCT Leader

Budget
available, funds
released

Mismanagement of
logistics

Monitoring of use of these logistics by
use oflog books.
Advocacv to LGA oolicv makers

LGA Director of
PHC
LOCT Leader

Budget
available, funds
released
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WORKPLANS

After the presentations on the recommendations taken by the various groups' the meeting was

again divided into three groups. One group was to identifu needed resources for 2003; another

to plan for the remaining part of this year while the third goup planned for 2003. Later these

were refined by the SOCTs and presented the team. These are attached.

CLOSING

When the presentations on the workplans were frnished the State Coordinator expressed his

thanks to evaluators and all the stakeholders present and wished all safe journeys back to ttreir

destinations.
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Assessment of the sustainabili of the Cross River CDTI

AGENDA

PLANNING WORKSHOP FOR STATE/ PROJECT LEVEL
JUNE 3,2002

SN ACTryMY TIME FACILITATOR
t. Opening Drayer 10.00 - 10.05
2. General introduction 10.05 - 10.15 Dr. Nnoruka
3. lntroduction to the workshop programme

Evaluation obj ectives:
What is sustainability?

10.25 - 10.50 Prof. Ogbe

4. Methodoloey & limitations 10.s0 - 11.00 Mr Okoronkwo
5. Brief summary olfindings :

. Community level

' Health facility/ district level
. LGA Ievel
(followed bv time for ooen discussion)

il.00 - il.05
11.05-11.10
11.10- 11.15
I1.15 - 11.25

Dr. Nnoruka
Dr Apake
Mr Okoronkwo

6. Summary of findings:
. State/ project level
(followed bv time for ooen discussion)

il.25 - 11.45
11.45 - 12.00

Prof Ogbe

7. BREAK 12.00 - 12.20

8. Brainstorm:
(group work
. Group I
. Group 2
. Group 3
(each sroup

what could be the solutions to these problems?

)

r Planning Monitoring and supervision
r Finances, Training and mobilisation
r Transport Mectizan
apDoints a raDDorteur)

12.20 - 13.20 Mr Okoronkwo

9. Report back from group work
(followed by time for ooen discussion)

13.20 - 14.00 DrApake

10. LTJNCH 14.00 - 15.00

1L Planning for sustainability at State/ project level
Group work - Each group has the following tasks:
. Group l: What do we need to do, between now and the

end of this year?
r Group 2: What will our CDTI programme be for 2003?

' GrouD 3: What will our resources be for 2003. for CDTI?

1s.00 - 16.00 Prof Ogbe

12. Report back from group work
(followed bv time for open discussion)

3.45 - 4.45 Mr Okoronkwo

13. The wqvforward: implementing sustainabilin in the CRS
CDTI project
. Practical steps to take the process forward
(open discussion in the whole sroup)

4.45 - 5.30 DrNnoruka

u. General matters/ administrative information 5.45 - 6.00 Mr Okoronkwo,
15. ConclusionV closine 6.00 - 6.15 Prof Oebe
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APPENDIX 6

Minutes of the Plannine Workshop for LGA Level with 14 LGAs held on the 4th & 5th of June
2002 at the Conference HaIl of the Essential Druss Proqnrmme. Calabar

ATTENDANCE
I't Day: PHC Coordinators, Deputy PHC Coordinators and LOCT Leaders from Biase, Odukpani,

Akpabuyo, Akarnkpa Yakurr, Obubra and Ikom
2d Day: PHC Coordinators, Deputy PHC Coordinators and LOCT Leaders from Obanliku, Obudu,

Ogojq Etung, Bekwarra, Yala and Boki.

INTRODUCTION
After a general self inhoduction leader of the evaluation team stated the objective of the evaluation
and highlighted some key elements of sustainability. These include the following:

a) Effectiveness
b) Efficiency
c) Simplicity
d) Integration
e) Attitude, and

D Resources
He noted that:

o much work has been done in all the levels visited
o the prografirme received acceptance at all the levels
o there is need to take an indept look at sustainability of current level of operations.

The team pointed out further that the objective of the evaluation was not to look at how well the

project was has fared over the years but to the project's ability to sustain current level of operations.

METHODOLOGY & LIMITATIONS
The team explained to the particpants the process by which the sample size where selected taking
into cognizance the overall coverage, endemicity and geographical spread. The major consideration

however was coverage. At the end of the selection process they pointed out 3 LGAs, 6 Health
Facilities and 12 communities were selected. Some limitations the team stated that they found were:

l. Some LOCT members see the exercise as an oportunif for them to address management

issues that they could not solve earlier.
2. In one of the LGAs visited the oncho team failed to mobilise the relevant communities and

health facilities resulting in alternative selections

FINDINGS
The team presented a sunmary of their findings at each level beginning with the positive findings at

the LGA level. These include:
1. Good integration of PHC progrcurmes
2. Stable and quite knowledgeable human resources

3. Overall good geographic and therapeutic coverage
4. Existence of some form of integrated planning
5. Evidence of shared transport
6. Management of problems identified through data collected and supervisory visits.
7. Colloection and distribution of Mectizan entirely within the government set up.
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Findinss at other Levels

the co
. Geographic coverage in all communities visited was quite good and encouraging
r Planning: census update was a routine and separate activity although in some communities

this was done alongside distribution
. I-eadership at this level is quite aware of problems (low coverage and inadequate incentives

to CDDs) and is involved in management through mobilisation and sensitisation.
o Mectizan supply/management: adequate tablets is received at convenient time for the

communities and demand is based on past records and population update
o CDDs are quite skillful and knowledgeable. New CDDs are often trained by LOCT members

t the health facilitv le
o Planning: there are no wriffen plans for CDTI activities though schedule of activities exist in

some cases with staffbeing aware of their key functions.
. Supervision: visits are regular but without wriuen evidence for such visits
o Communities are adequately empowered to cope with their problems
o Mectizan supply/management was quite simple but in some cases records are not properly

kept
o No budget plans for CDTI activities at this level
o Transportation was quite sufficient but there ire no plans for maintenance and replacement
o No plans for post-APOC operations
o There is delay in payment of salaries
. Medical equipment are not sufficient and there are no plans for maintenance and replacement

t theLGA
The negative findings were pointed out to include:

o Checklists are not used
o Funds from Government are insufficient and not regular. Activities are dependent on APOC

funds
o Supervision is excessive
o Staffare being owed for sometimes nine months
o Planning was not participatorily done.
o Trainings are not targetted according to needs.

General Discussions

o Participants acknowledged lack of finacial support from Councils for PHC activities as a
major set back to PHC development in the State. Some pointed out that in their LGAs plans and
budgets speciffing different components of PHC are in existence.

o PHC departments were tasked to ensure that proposals and workplans for activities are
carefully written taking into consideration all the arms of PHC department and the financial
implication for such activities attached. This would assist easy follow up of discussions with
Councils authorities.

o The state oncho coordinator also noted lack of particpatory planning within the PHC
structure. He pointed out that the project had made several efforts to generate this culture within
the PHC system. He also implored health workers to imbibe the spirit of being transparent in
their dealings. PHC Coordinators must be inforrred of all financial transactions between the
project and the LGA coordinator.
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Completion of Ouestionnaires: LGAs were provided with questionnaires to enrich ttre findings

already made.

Group Discussions/Brain Storming Sessions: Participants were shared into 3 groups. Each group

was given the mandate to look at the highlights of the findings at the each level and come out with
practical recommendations capable of solving the identified problems.

Group I: Planning/monitoring and supervision
Group II: FinanceVtraining and mobilisation
Group II : Transport/leadership

Presentations & General Discussions On Group Discussions: After the brain storming sessions the

various groups were called to make their presentations.

G rou p I : Pl anning/mon itoring and su peruision (Recommendation s)

o Oncho project at the health facility is seen as an exclusive activity for the LOCT members.

PHC should therefore give a comprehensive job description for health workers which includes

all components of PHC, including CDTI, as part of integration.
o The State College of Health Technology should in drawing its curriculum for training of

Health personnel highlight Oncho not only as an endemic disease but CDTI as the startegy of
control.

o Advocacy visits to policy makers should extend to officials of the Planning Commission
o Have an integrated checklist
o Supervisory reports should be submitted on a monthly basis

o Set up a technical committee on monitoring and evaluation.

Gr oup I I : Financ e s/traininq and mobilis ation (Re c ommendations.)

o Follow up on the State Government's directives to Councils to make financial contributions
of 300,000 naira each to the Project for the implementation of its progralnmes every year.

o PHC Coordinators should be included in the Budget Committees for proper management

and sensitization of policy makers.
o Funds realised at health facility level should be used to execute planned activities
o Training should be targetted according to needs since project is matured and a lot of skills

has been built already
o Integrated haining activities firnded from the PHC imprest should be adopted and policy

makers at the LGA level invited to such training progftunmes.

Gr oup I I I : Tr anspor t /l e ader s hip ( Re c omme ndat i o ns I

LOCT members should be imprest holders
When new motor bikes are received from any source LOCT leaders with old ones should have

their motorbikes replaced with the new ones.

PHC should constitute teams charged with the mandate of forwarding crucial matters to the

LGA council.
PHC should come up with integrated workplans and all financial communications with policy
makers should be documented.
All should imbibe a maintenance culture
An inventory of all broken down vehicles and motorbikes should be taken and plans made for
repairs and replacements by the LGAs.

o

a

o

a
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15. General matters/ administrative information 15.15 - 15.30 Dr. Apake

16. Word of thanks and closine 15jU 15.35 LGA member

. Grorp 1: Mr Okoronkwo

. Group 2z Dr. Nnoruka

. GrouD 3: Dr.
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Name of your health district/ LGA:

About planning:
. How do you make the plan for CDTI in your district ILGA every year?

. Is the plan written down?

. Who contributes to

About leadership:
. Who is responsible for CDTI in your health districV LGA?
, Does this person have enough time for the CDTI work?
. Do you think that the political leaders in your health district/LGA support CDTI? Why do you

About coveraqe:
health district/ LGA?
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About supervision and monitoring:
. How frequently do you visit the health centes/ the communities, to monitor them?
. How do you plan your supervision visits to the health centres/ communities?

About Mectizan:
. How does your yearly supply of Mectizan get to you?

' How does the Mectizan get from you to the health centres/ commrurities?
.Do Mectizan or do you sometimes run short?

About training and sensitisation/ mobilisation:
. Whom do you tain every year?
. How do you decide whom you are going to train?
. Describe the mobilisation that Whom do and how often?

About financing/ funding:
. Do you have a yearly written budget for your CDTI work?
. Who supplies the money that you need to carry out your CDTI work?

collected form the health centres/ communities?

. What have vou made to obtain more frrnds when the APOC funds run out?



About transport and other material resources:
. Describe the transport available to you to do your work.

' Does it ever happen that you do not have transport when you need to go out? How often does
this happen?

. Do the different level share each other's

About human resources:
. Are your LOCT members properly trained? Do they really know how to carry out CDTI?
. How stable is your LOCT? Are its members beine transferred to other units, or not very much?


